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Miners from shuttered Snap Lake
transfer to Gahcho Kué project

NORTHERN NEIGHBORS
Compiled by Shane Lasley

Klaza gold resource expands by 43%
Rockhaven Resources Ltd. Dec. 9 released an updated min-

eral resource estimate for its Klaza gold-silver project in south-

ern Yukon Territory. Incorporating the 56 holes drilled this

year, Klaza now hosts 9.42 million metric tons of inferred

resource grading 4.48 grams per metric ton (1.36 million

ounces) gold, 89.02 g/t (26.96 million oz.) silver, 0.75 percent

(155.4 million pounds) lead and 0.95 percent (197.8 million

lbs.) zinc. This marks a 43 percent increase in gold ounces and

a 23 percent increase in silver ounces compared to a resource

calculated in January. “The updated mineral resource clearly

demonstrates the potential of the road-accessible Klaza

deposit,” said Rockhaven President and CEO Matt Turner.

“There is a high probability for further expansion because the

mineralized zones included in the mineral resource are open

for extension along strike and to depth, and there are other par-

allel zones on the property that have not yet been systematical-

ly evaluated.”

IDM nabs massive Yukon portfolio
IDM Mining Ltd. Dec. 8 reported that it has entered a bind-

ing agreement to acquire Oban Mining Corp.’s extensive port-

folio of precious and base metal properties in the Yukon

Territory. Oban also has agreed to subscribe for 11,111,111
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The 56-hole drill program completed at Rockhaven Resources’ Klazaproperty this year continued to expand upon zones of gold- and sil-ver-rich quartz-sulfide veins such as those identified in this core.

By 2008, nearly 90 percent of the more than 200 workers at the Donlin Gold camp were Calista Corp. shareholders,
or their descendants.
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20 years and counting
Donlin Gold reaches major milestone; long path to production remains

By SHANE LASLEY
Mining News

After 20 years of exploration and permitting, the

Donlin Gold project is on the downhill side of

gaining the permits needed to develop a mine at the

39-million-ounce gold deposit in the Yukon-

Kuskokwim region of Southwest Alaska.

On Nov. 25, the U.S. Army Corp. of Engineers

released a draft Environmental Impact Statement for

what will likely be among the largest gold-producing

mines on the planet.  

The Donlin Gold Mine being considered in the

draft EIS includes a 53,500-metric-ton-per-day mill

that is expected to produce an average of 1.1 million

ounces of gold annually at a cash-cost of US$585 per

ounce for 27 years. During its first five years of oper-

ation, the mine is designed to extract 1.5 million oz.

of gold annually at a cash-cost of US$409 per ounce.

“Donlin Gold’s significant resource remains a

great asset to Barrick,” said Kelvin Dushnisky, pres-

ident, Barrick Gold Corp., which is co-owner of the

project.

At the current rate, it is expected that the final EIS

and all the permits needed to begin construction of

the 1.1-million-ounce-per year gold mine will be in

place sometime in 2017.

For residents of the Kuskokwim region – many of

whom were part of the team that advanced Donlin

Gold to the permitting stage and many more that are

looking forward to taking part in the development

and operation of the world-class gold mine – the

see DONLIN GOLD page 12

see NORTHERN NEIGHBORS page 11
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This week’s Mining News

The Donlin Gold project has reached major milestone, but a long
path to production remains. Read more in Mining News, page 9.

Another jack-up coming
Furie bringing new rig to Cook Inlet for further Kitchen Lights unit drilling

By ALAN BAILEY
Petroleum News

Furie Operating Alaska is bringing

another jack-up rig to Cook Inlet to

enable the company to continue to pursue

its exploration and development drilling

campaign in the offshore Kitchen Lights

unit, Bruce Webb, Furie senior vice pres-

ident, told Petroleum News Dec. 4. 

Furie will use the rig, Shelf Drilling’s

Randolf Yost rig, for its upcoming drilling proj-

ects, instead of the Spartan 151 jack-up rig that has

been used for previous Kitchen Lights drilling.

The Randolf Yost is currently in dry dock in

Singapore being modified for Alaska use and will

be delivered to Cook Inlet in early to mid April,

Webb said.

Bigger rig
The Randolf Yost rig is bigger and

more powerful than the Spartan 151

and will be more easily cantilevered

over the Julius R offshore platform for

development drilling in Furie’s

Kitchen Lights gas field, Webb

explained. The new rig’s greater deck

space extent will reduce operating

costs by accommodating larger quanti-

ties of materials and supplies, reducing the shuf-

fling of supplies to and from the rig. And the rig’s

longer legs will enable operation in deeper water

than the Spartan rig could handle. Moreover, with

a stronger rated drilling derrick, Furie will be able

to drill deeper into the rocks of the Cook Inlet

Land sales point to slide
17-year Canadian lease sale low ties in with projection for 58% drop in drilling

By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News

With lease sales of petroleum rights in

Western Canada headed for a 17-year low

it’s no surprise that the industry’s major drilling

organization is forecasting a mere 4,728 wells will

be drilled in 2016, down 58 percent from 2014.

Canada’s National Energy Board reported that

land sales in the four provinces had tallied

C$322.3 million by the end of November com-

pared with C$1.08 billion for the same period of

2014 and light years from the all-time high of

C$7.4 billion in 2008.

At the same time, average revenues have spi-

raled down to C$193 per hectare (equal to 2.471

acres) from C$745.

The heaviest setbacks occurred in Alberta,

which slumped to C$263 million from C$494 mil-

lion, compared with that province’s benchmark

year in 2011 of C$3.6 billion, while British

Forecast volumes down
State revenues down by more than 50%; Walker’s plan includes cuts, more taxes

By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

State revenues, driven by lower production and

lower oil prices, are down dramatically. 

That was the guts of the fall 2015 revenue fore-

cast released by the Alaska Department of

Revenue Dec. 8. 

The following day Gov. Bill Walker unveiled a

plan for state funding which includes cuts, more

taxes and a major shift in the use of the Alaska

Permanent Fund to finance state government. 

Revenue Commissioner Randall Hoffbeck said

in a Dec. 8 statement that state revenues for fiscal

year 2015 are down by more than 50 percent from

fiscal year 2014, with general fund unrestricted

revenues down nearly 60 percent. 

The biggest source of the state’s general fund

unrestricted revenue is taxes on oil production, and

while Cook Inlet production increased 13.6 per-

cent, North Slope production was down by 5.6 per-

cent, Hoffbeck said, resulting in an overall state

production decrease of 5 percent. He said ANS

production is forecast to remain at more than

see NEW FURIE RIG page 20

see LAND SALES page 18

see STATE REVENUE page 17

Two finalists for Fairbanks gas;
AIDEA team narrows the search

The Interior Energy Project has now selected two candidate

companies for the delivery of natural gas at an affordable price to

the city of Fairbanks, the board of the Alaska Industrial

Development and Export Authority heard during its Dec. 3 meet-

ing. Those companies are Spectrum LNG LLC and Salix Inc.,

Robert Shefchik, Interior Energy Project team leader, told the

board.

Spectrum proposes building a liquefied natural gas plant on

the North Slope, with the LNG to be trucked to Fairbanks via the

Dalton Highway. Salix wants to build an LNG plant in the Cook

Inlet region: LNG could be shipped to Fairbanks by truck, with

AKLNG 2016 plan, budget OK’d;
Walker releases gas agreements

After something of a cliffhanger, with a vote delayed and

the chair of the board fired by the governor, the Alaska

Gasline Development Corp. board voted unanimously at a

Dec. 3 meeting to approve the state’s share of the 2016 budget

for the Alaska LNG project. Later that day, the AKLNG part-

ners — AGDC for the state, BP, ConocoPhillips and

ExxonMobil — also voted unanimously to approve the budg-

et. 

Approval of the 2016 work plan and budget continues pre-

liminary front end engineering and design work on the proj-

ect, designed to move North Slope natural gas to Nikiski for

liquefaction, and then ship liquefied natural gas to the Far

East. If the budget had not been approved, the project would

have wrapped up for lack of funding. 

see FAIRBANKS GAS page 18

see AKLNG PLAN page 19

BRUCE WEBB

CAODC President Mark Scholz said the
utilization rate for the rig fleet is

predicted to hit its lowest point in the 38
years that his organization has been

collecting the data.
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The oil and gas tax credit system will be
changed into a low-interest loan program,
with the rate determined by the number

of Alaskans hired.

http://www.miningnewsnorth.com
http://www.petroleumnews.com
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By STEVE QUINN
For Petroleum News

Sen. Peter Micciche says he remains

bullish on the prospects of a natural

gas pipeline, but he warns Gov. Bill

Walker’s administration needs to smooth

out its organizational chart and, with that,

eliminate what many lawmakers perceive

are internal struggles among departments.

He also cautions against the Legislature

taking unnecessary shots at Walker as the

project — known as AKLNG — pro-

gresses. 

In an interview following last month’s

special session and follow-up correspon-

dence, Micciche, a Soldotna Republican

who serves as the Senate Finance

Committee vice chair, offered his

thoughts on where things are with the

project and what remains to be done.

Petroleum News: A lot has happened
since special session ended. First, what
are your thoughts on the changes at
AGDC with Dan Fauske and John Burns
no longer with the corporation or on the
board? Do you have any concerns or is
this the natural course of business under
a new administration?

Micciche: I certainly have my con-

cerns and they are two-fold. First, there

was a level of trust between Dan Fauske

and the Legislature. The trust was not

based upon a political allegiance, it was

simply due to his skill set and his well-

established relationships as an adminis-

trator. In fact, I know of several key leg-

islators that were not generally support-

ive of Fauske’s communication style, yet

supported him due to the specific results

delivered by Fauske-led projects over the

years. I am going to miss Dan Fauske.

Many of us will.

Secondly, the removal of the last two

key members (Fauske and Burns) causes

one to question if the SB 138 roadmap is

the route the current administration

intends to follow. The past administra-

tion’s AGDC board members and their

associated backgrounds demonstrated

fidelity to the essential concepts in SB

138. As I’ve said in the past, I certainly

don’t mind the route taking a side road

from time to time due to appropriate

adjustments from the new administration.

The expectation, however, is that the gen-

eral route will continue to track the inter-

state that is the SB 138 framework. Only

time, and the quality of relationships

developed between willing individual

legislators and the administration will

write the rest of the AKLNG story. 

Petroleum News: Does the news of the
partners agreeing to move forward last
week give you any particular hope or
was this simply to be an expected exten-
sion of the special session?

Micciche: Although I remained

focused on communicating with the

administration and key AGDC board

members regarding my desire for a con-

tinuation of the current path through a

“yes” vote, I was not surprised by the

unanimous agreement to move forward

through the vote on the third (of

December). Although there are key

agreements to complete and execute over

the next months, I believe there remains

an “all in” attitude at this point from all

four partners to determine if AKLNG

will pass the adequate feasibility test to

move to the next decision gate. We have

much to do to exe-

cute key agreements

in the near future,

such as the gas sup-

ply and balancing

agreement, the

RIK/RIV decision

and preparation for

the constitutional

amendment in 2016.

Cool heads and a

steadfast commitment to a successful

project will be required to get us there.

Cautious optimism, pragmatic decision-

making and the absence of political rhet-

oric will remain imperative in the process

needed to get us there for the benefit of

all Alaskans.

Petroleum News: You asked a lot of
critical questions, but in the end you had
a yes vote. Why?

Micciche: in the process of our due

diligence of SB 3001, the essential ele-

ments of the bill are easy. We sort of

reached a place where I believe our rela-

tionship with TransCanada had maximum

value. I’m excited about the fact that we

essentially bought out our AGIA liability

— $500 million plus trebled damages —

for the sum of about $3 million in inter-

est, plus I believe there was a conflict

between the state and TransCanada in the

project decision making process. So SB

3001 solved those problems.

It provides no additional liability to

the state. We have the same level of risk.

We have full control over the 25 percent

of the project. Generally speaking the

special session was very productive. I

think it was time well spent. We were

efficient. It gave us a chance to look

under the hood so to speak of the state’s

current organization and I think we found

some gaps. A lot of the questioning

around the buyout of TransCanada cen-

tered around is the state ready for that

responsibility. Do we have the right peo-

ple in place? Do we know what we know

and do we know what we don’t know?

It became obvious that the four enti-

ties involved in AKLNG on the state side

— AGDC, Department of Natural

Resources, Department of Revenue and

Department of Law — truly need a char-

ter if you will. They need to know who is

filling what boxes, what the responsibili-

ties are. For the empty boxes, what are

the skill sets there? As a member of the

Legislature, I want to make sure the state

of Alaska is receiving 25 percent of the

revenue for 25 percent of the investment.

I’m not sure we are there yet.

I think we heard and saw a lot of testi-

mony that we’ve got some work to do.

And that’s OK. As long as we recognize

it, take this opportunity and use it very

wisely to create that organization that

doesn’t mirror the organization of the

producers but certainly has

the right people in place to

validate that our interests

are being adequately repre-

sented.

Petroleum News: I know from the
hearings you weren’t happy with the
organizational chart. Is that one of those
gaps?

Micciche: I hate to place focus around

a piece of paper that was handed to us

that was titled an organizational chart. I

think the chart was created to try to satis-

fy the request. What it did for me was it

brought light on the fact that that organi-

zation is lacking an independent evalua-

tion of what’s need from the state side to

manage this project. Part of the problem

is you’ve got a very sophisticated DNR,

a very sophisticated Department of

Revenue. You’ve got a relatively sophis-

ticated AGDC. Those organizations have

not been blended at the proper roles and

responsibilities for an AKLNG. How are

we going to realize of expansion is hurt-

ing and helping maximum and best use

of the resource for Alaskans? 

Do we have the people who are going

to recognize whether or not we are com-

peting against ourselves and our 25 per-

cent of AKLNG? Are we going to protect

that investment? Are we going to flood

that investment with a lower revenue pro-

ducing source of new gas? That’s my

worry and that’s what the state needs to

evaluate. If you look at the project

model, in year 15 they are assuming gas. 

Do we want expansion prior? You’ve

got a billion cubic feet of extra capacity

in the 42-inch line. Is that not enough?

That’s another Point

Thomson today. What gas is

going to backfill the need

for new gas in year 15? I

think we really need to

evaluate that and not just be

focused on maximum production of natu-

ral gas at all costs. I challenge the admin-

istration to model what would have hap-

pened if we had upsized the TAPS line in

the earlier days. My assumption is, had

we had significantly higher production in

the earlier years, we would have never

met the years of a higher commodity

cost. We would have produced our

resources much earlier and we would

have essentially had nothing in savings

today. 

So when you think about the maxi-

mum value to a sovereign, does it happen

over 15 years, or does it happen over a

generation or two? I think we’ve seen

many projects globally where that longer

l G O V E R N M E N T

Micciche: AKLNG has upsides, drawbacks
Soldotna Republican says greater collaboration needed if administration, Legislature hope to advance AKLNG project into future stages
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Hostile takeover
fight extended
Suncor, Canadian Oil Sands given until early 2016 to end
squabbling; securities regulator says both firms playing ‘hardball’

By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News 

Two months of sharp-edged, tit-for-tat

exchanges over Suncor Energy’s hos-

tile bid to acquire Canadian Oil Sands are

now set to last another month, raising

hopes among investors in the targeted

company that they can land a belated

Christmas gift.

Suncor’s extension to Jan. 8 of the pre-

vious Dec. 4 deadline on its C$6.9 billion

all-shares offer, including the assumption

of debt, shows again that Canada’s largest

oil sands operator is eager to expand its 12

percent stake in the Syncrude Canada con-

sortium by absorbing the 37 percent stake

that COS holds.

However, Suncor has given no signal

that it is ready to raise its terms, although

it has hired JPMorgan Chase & Co to

advise on its bid.

It set the new expiry date after the

Alberta Securities Commission gave COS

until Jan. 4 to find alternative buyers.

ASC chairman Stephen Murison said it

is clear both companies are playing “hard-

ball” in the dispute, but added “hardball is

allowed.”

He also said the ASC is satisfied that

the process COS is engaged in to find a

better deal is “real” and “active” and that it

could benefit from the extended deadline.

Suncor Chief Executive Officer Steve

Williams said “the pressure is clearly on

COS’s board and management to prove

they are acting in someone’s interest other

than their own.”

“The Alberta Securities Commission

decision allows COS more time to surface

a superior offer from a credible third party,

something most analysts see as unlikely.”

Williams claims his company has

approached 60 percent of COS’s institu-

tional investors and that the “majority”

endorsed the bid.

COS calls bid undervalued
COS board Chairman Donald Lowry

reiterated his company’s line that “extend-

ing the expiry of Suncor’s bid does not

change the fact that it is substantially

undervalued and opportunistic.”

COS said the extension allows its

shareholders to absorb information about

the COS 2016 capital budget, which has

been cut to C$298.5 million from the

C$451 million estimated for 2015.

COS Chief Executive Officer Ryan

Kubik said Syncrude’s ability to “reduce

costs and respond to the lower oil price

environment is exceeding market expecta-

tions.”

The company said that even if West

Texas Intermediate prices remain below

US$45 per barrel it could “fully fund all

costs, including capital expenditures and

the current dividend.”

It expects to generate C$338 million in

free cash flow next year which assumes

production of 38.6 million barrels for the

year, about 10 percent higher than this

year.

No desire to compete
Imperial Oil, Sinopec, CNOOC,

Murphy Oil and Nippon Oil’s unit Mocal

are the other partners in Syncrude Canada,

but none has shown any desire to compete

for the COS holding, although Lowry

insisted that are “several interested parties

in our data room now.”

National Bank Financial analyst Kyle

Preston said in a research note that the

COS budget assumptions “may prove to

be somewhat optimistic as the company

has not achieved its initial production

guidance in recent history,” reinforcing

one of Suncor’s key arguments that COS is

poorly managed.

David Harrison, head of JPMorgan’s

natural resource investment banking in

Canada, noted that COS has failed to say

whether the parties it claims are interested

in a counterbid have their sights set on the

whole company, or what price they were

considering.

Claiming that it typically takes about

four weeks for an arrival bid to surface, he

said in a court document that “it is unusual

for serious bidders to move as slowly as

the partied identified by the COS board

when there is an unsolicited offer outstand-

ing.”

“In my experience, truly interested par-

ties would have executed confidentiality

agreements and scheduled management

presentations within one to two weeks of

the announcement of the Suncor offer” in

early October.

Tristram Mallett, a member of the COS

legal team, accused Suncor of issuing pas-

sive-aggressive threats and objected to that

company’s portrayal of COS as a “finan-

cial basket case.”

“There’s a lot of fear-mongering going

on here,” he said. l

Tristram Mallett, a member of the
COS legal team, accused Suncor of
issuing passive-aggressive threats

and objected to that company’s
portrayal of COS as a “financial

basket case.”

http://www.saexploration.com


By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

North Sea Brent crude oil prices aver-

aged $44 per barrel in November,

the U.S. Energy Information

Administration said in its Short-Term

Energy Outlook released Dec. 8. 

That $44 per barrel average is a drop of

$4 from the Brent average in October.

EIA said it is forecasting that Brent crude

oil prices will average $53 per barrel this

year and $56 per barrel in 2016, with the

West Texas Intermediate crude oil price

forecast to be $4 lower than Brent this

year and $5 lower in 2016. 

EIA Administrator Adam Sieminski

said lower U.S. residential heating costs

are expected. “The effect of lower crude

oil prices, along with the potential for

above-average temperatures (in the

Lower 48), is spilling over to lower resi-

dential heating oil expenditures, as the

average household using heating oil

should save almost $600 this winter,” he

said in a Dec. 8 statement on the

December forecast. 

EIA also said U.S. crude oil production

declined by some 60,000 bpd in

November compared with October, and is

forecast to drop further through the third

quarter of 2016. U.S. crude oil production

is projected to average 9.3 million bpd

this year and 8.8 million bpd in 2016. 

Production outpaces consumption
Globally, crude oil production contin-

ues to outpace consumption, the agency

said, leading to inventory builds which

averaged 1.8 million bpd in the third quar-

ter, down from 2 million bpd in the sec-

ond quarter, “which had the largest inven-

tory builds since the fourth quarter of

2008.” 

EIA expects the pace of inventory

builds to slow in the fourth quarter to

some 1.4 million bpd, and to slow further

to an average of 600,000 bpd in 2016. 

Global consumption of petroleum and

other liquids grew by 1.2 million bpd in

2014, the agency said, averaging 92.4

million bpd. For 2015 and 2016, EIA

expects consumption to grow by 1.4 mil-

lion bpd. 

Consumption outside the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and

Development increased by 1.4 million

bpd last year and is projected to grow by

800,000 bpd this year and 1.1 million bpd

in 2016, with China continuing to be the

main driver of non-OECD oil consump-

tion growth. 

OECD petroleum consumption fell by

300,000 bpd in 2014 and is expected to

rise by 600,000 bpd this year and by

300,000 bpd in 2016, averaging 46.7 mil-

lion, the highest level since 2010. U.S.

consumption is expected to grow by an

average of 300,000 bpd this year and by

200,000 bpd in 2016. 

Non-Organization of the Petroleum

Exporting Countries’ production grew by

2.5 million bpd last year, mainly reflect-

ing growth in the U.S. Non-OPEC growth

is expected to average 1.2 million bpd in

2015 and then decline by 400,000 bpd in

2016, “which would be the first annual

decline in non-OPEC production since

2008,” EIA said. 

“Non-OPEC production growth in

2015 is large attributable to investments

committed to projects before the oil price

decline that began in mid-2014,” the

agency said, with 2016 declines mostly

attributable to U.S. onshore and North

Sea production declines. 

OPEC continues production
At its Dec. 4 meeting OPEC

announced it would continue to monitor

developments, indicating OPEC produc-

ers “are continuing the policy of defend-

ing market share in a low oil price envi-

ronment.” 

EIA said it estimates OPEC production

averaged 31.4 million bpd in November,

1.3 million bpd higher than November

2014, mainly driven by increased produc-

tion in Saudi Arabia and Iraq. 

OPEC production is estimated to have

averaged 30.1 million bpd in 2014, and is

forecast to increase by 900,000 bpd this

year, “led by production growth in Iraq.”

OPEC crude oil production is forecast to

increase by 300,000 bpd in 2016, “with

Iran forecast to increase production once

international sanctions targeting its oil

sector are suspended.”

The price decrease
The Brent crude oil spot price

decreased in November to an average of

$44 per barrel, while the WTI crude oil

spot price averaged $42 per barrel, down

$4 per barrel from October, “as crude oil

inventories in the Cushing, Oklahoma,

storage hub increased in November

despite rising refinery inputs of crude oil

following seasonal maintenance.”

EIA said its crude oil price forecast, an

average of $53 per barrel this year and

$56 per barrel in 2016, “remains subject

to significant uncertainties as the oil mar-

ket moves toward balance. During this

period of price discovery, oil prices could

continue to experience periods of height-

ened volatility.” 

The agency said uncertainties in the oil

market include the pace and volume at

which Iranian oil reenters the market, the

strength of oil consumption growth and

responsiveness of non-OPEC production

to low oil prices.

EIA said U.S. crude oil production is

projected to increase from a 2014 average

of 8.7 million bpd to a 2015 average of

9.3 million bpd and then decrease in 2016

to 8.8 million bpd. 

U.S. monthly crude oil production is

estimated to have averaged 9.4 million

bpd through the first nine months of the

year, EIA said, 100,000 bpd more than the

average during the fourth quarter of 2014,

despite a decline of more than 60 percent

in the U.S. oil-directed rig count since

October 2014. 

Monthly crude oil production started

to decrease in the second quarter 2015,

with Lower 48 onshore production declin-

ing starting in April, falling from 7.6 mil-

lion bpd in March to an estimated 7.1 mil-

lion bpd in November. The agency said

total U.S. crude oil production began

declining in May and has fallen from 9.6

million bpd in April to an estimated 9.2

million bpd in November. 

EIA said it “expects U.S. crude oil pro-

duction declines to continue through

September 2016,” when total production

is estimated to average 8.5 million bpd,

1.1 million bpd less than the monthly

peak reached in April 2015. 

Production is forecast to begin increas-

ing in late 2016, returning to an average

of 8.7 million bpd in the fourth quarter.

Oil prices are projected to be below

$60, limiting onshore drilling activity and

well completion totals, “despite continued

increases in rig and well productivity and

falling drilling and completion costs,”

EIA said.  l

l F I N A N C E  &  E C O N O M Y

Global oil inventories up, Brent down
EIA says global oil increased some 1.3 million bpd in November, causing downward pressure on North Sea Brent crude oil prices
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State of Alaska
Department of Natural Resources

Notice of Public Scoping for Possible
Updates and Revisions to DNR Regulations

Under Administrative Order 266

11 AAC 05, Fees for Department Services
The Alaska Department of Natural Resources is considering whether it should revise its regulations 
regarding fees under 11 AAC Chapter 05. This chapter sets the fees the different divisions of the de-
partment may charge for the wide variety of administrative and regulatory services provided under the 
department’s statutory authorities.

As a first step, DNR wants to gather views and opinions on the existing regulations and fees from the 
public through this scoping process. The department is asking for the public to address two issues: 
whether the Department’s existing regulations are logically organized and easily usable, and whether 
the fees are appropriate and suited to the current authorizations and requests of the department. Since 
the chapter’s initial adoption in 1986 it has grow more cumbersome and difficult to use due to piece-
meal additions, and many of the department’s fees have not been changed in over 20 years.

The purpose of this notice is to ask the public for their ideas and suggestions for possible changes and 
improvements to these regulations before the department undertakes the task of drafting any specific 
proposed revisions to these regulations for public review. These ideas and suggestions can be as broad 
or as narrow, or as general or as specific, as a submitter may wish.

The department is not currently proposing any specific changes at this time. There are no draft regu-
lations to review. The department is soliciting feedback and comments from the public on how they 
would change or improve these existing fee regulations and fees before the formal process of drafting 
any proposed changes begins.

DNR is interested in any suggestions regarding this chapter; however, the department is specifically 
seeking input regarding the structure and organization of this chapter of regulations, and the amounts 
and types of fees the department requires.

Text for existing fee regulations is online at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/hottopics.

Written suggestions and other input must be received by the department no later than 5:00 p.m. on 
Friday, January 15, 2016 and may be submitted by mail or email to:

Joseph Joyner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1070
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3579
dnr.fees.regulation@alaska.gov

Written suggestions or other input should identify which fee or division of the department to which the 
fee applies. The department will consider the information submitted if and when it proposes regulatory 
revisions to this Chapter. Any proposed regulatory revisions will subsequently be publicly noticed, and 
made available for public review and comment under AS 44.62, the Administrative Procedures Act.

The department reserves the right to waive technical defects in this publication. The State of Alaska, 
Department of Natural Resources, complies with Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
Individuals with disabilities who may need auxiliary aides, services or special modifications to participate 
in this scoping request may contact the above address, email or the TDD number (907) 269-8411.

Published: December 4, 2015

DOWNSTREAM DIVISION
PHONE 907-248-0066

FAX 907-248-4429
www.PESIAK.com

EIA said it “expects U.S. crude oil
production declines to continue

through September 2016,” when
total production is estimated to

average 8.5 million bpd, 1.1
million bpd less than the monthly

peak reached in April 2015. 

Oil prices are projected to be
below $60, limiting onshore

drilling activity and well
completion totals, “despite

continued increases in rig and well
productivity and falling drilling
and completion costs,” EIA said.

http://www.pesiak.com


By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News 

Murray Edwards seldom emerges

into the spotlight.

He has no need to seek approval

beyond the board room, given his esti-

mated personal net worth of US$2.2 bil-

lion, largely accumulated from his hold-

ings in the Canadian oil patch.

As a co-owner of the Calgary Flames

of the National Hockey League, he has

both imparted and absorbed stick-han-

dling skills when it comes to finances,

playing an instrumental role in turning

Canadian Natural Resources from a

penny stock into one of the world’s

largest independent oil producers through

its holdings in Western Canada, the

British North Sea and West Africa.

Thus, when he does go public,

Edwards commands attention as one of

the industry’s most influential leaders.

And that has been the case over the past

few weeks.

Endorsement of carbon policy
He startled many Albertans in mid-

November when he shared a platform

with three other leading oil sands execu-

tives to endorse a sweeping new carbon

policy announced by Premier Rachel

Notley that includes an economy-wide

carbon tax and a cap on greenhouse gas

emissions from the oil sands.

However, what has apparently angered

many within the

industry is evidence

of collaboration

among Edwards,

chairman of

Canadian Natural

Resources, and the

top executives of

Suncor Energy,

Shell Canada and

Cenovus Energy,

and four environmental organizations in

striking a deal with the Notley govern-

ment. Edwards said his three oil sands

peers opted to lead by example, taking a

“bold step” and hoping that other large

producers, including those in the United

States, would also accept a price on the

carbon that is linked to their output. 

“We understand this is an important

issue to Canadians and to the globe, as we

are going to start pricing carbon into the

oil sands and we are going to start to

incentivize to reduce our emissions,”

Edwards said. 

“I hope that the leadership position

helps change the conversation in Canada,

that we are what I would call ‘clean oil,’

and provide leadership on a global basis,”

he said.

Informal discussions
Edwards disclosed that the oil sands

strategy evolution stemmed from infor-

mal discussions over the past year with

environmental non-government organiza-

tions to better appreciate their concerns.

Despite the industry’s own attempts to

explain the benefits of oil sands develop-

ment and its creation of the Canadian Oil

Sands Innovation Alliance to share envi-

ronmental improvements, Edwards said

the industry still lacked the game-chang-

ing technologies needed to lower GHGs.

However, he hopes the shift towards

more positive discussions with NGOs

will gain momentum, even though he is

not counting on support for more

pipelines.

“My view is that the industry is doing

the right thing as a responsible develop-

er,” he said. “And we think it’s important

to communicate, to reflect Canadians’

aspirations and value set.”

Edwards said Alberta’s proposal to set

a cap on oil sands emissions of 100 mil-

lion metric tons a year (up 30 million

metric tons from current output) provides

an incentive to innovate, which could

include a variety of measures, such as

using trucks powered by electricity to

move raw bitumen, or nuclear-powered

operations.

What he hasn’t explained is why other

leading producers such as Imperial Oil

and MEG Energy were apparently not

consulted or involved in the deal-making.

Imperial has said only that it needs more

time to assess the potential impact of the

government’s policy announcement.

Others have talked about “secretive” deal

making. 

‘In a different world’
Following the introduction of

Alberta’s climate change plan, Edwards

delivered a speech at a business forum in

the Canadian Rockies when he talked

about a world of sub-US$100 oil that

faces a sharp rise in carbon taxes and pos-

sibly royalties.

“I’m now starting to, with our staff,

communicate that we’re in a different

world,” he said, by way of explaining his

changed profile.

“Around town in Calgary, I get a lot of

questions about when we’re going to

return to the way it was.

“I don’t believe it’s going to go back,”

Edwards declared, having already estab-

lished his credentials as a forecaster a

year ago when he suggested oil would

sink under US$40.

“We’re in a period of change; we’re in

a period of, if you want to use the words,

‘new normal.’ All of us are going to have

to find ways to do things more efficiently,

find ways to get our costs into line, and

do it in a time of higher regulatory and

environmental standards.”

With OPEC showing no willingness to

reduce export quotas, many of its mem-

ber countries and outside oil jurisdictions

are having to deal with shrinking rev-

enues. 

Pressure to raise royalties
Edwards conceded that has put the

pressure on Alberta not to raise royalties

on a sector which is slashing capital

spending and releasing thousands of

employees — so far costing about 40,000

direct and 100,000 indirect industry jobs

across Canada, as capital budgets have

nosedived to C$45 billion this year from

C$81 billion in 2014.

He said Alberta’s dependence on oil

sands production gives it the “lowest oil

price in the world, (along with) some of

the highest, if not the highest, regulatory

standards in the world. And we’re captive

to one market, the Americans. We have a

lot of wind blowing in our face right now,

a lot of challenge before us. So it’s really

going to cause all of us to rethink how we

do business.”

Peter Tertzakian, chief energy econo-

mist at ARC Financial Corp., told the

same forum he is “confident that seg-

ments of the industry will remain compet-

itive. This is a very major period of dis-

ruption in the world of energy and com-

panies and institutions that are able to

adapt will definitely be competitive.”

“But whenever you have change of

this magnitude, there are always elements

of the industry that cannot be competitive

and we just have to move forward.” l
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There are only four words to describe travel in the Great Land: 
Bald Mountain Air Service.

Owned and operated by lifelong Alaskans, we provide 
safe, experienced aviation services throughout Alaska and  
Canada. Whether it is aerial survey work, passenger and freight 

ready to serve you!

• An Alaska Native  
   Heritage company

• Safe and comfortable

• Gravel runway capable

• 9 passenger King Air B200, 
   belly pod capacity of 500 lbs.

• 19 passenger STOL De  
   Havilland Twin Otter

• 10 passenger Super 
   STOL De Havilland Single 
   Turbine Otters

• Deadhorse, Anchorage and 
   Homer hangar facilities

Available for 24-hour callout.
800-478-7969 | 907-235-7969

            

l E N V I R O N M E N T  &  S A F E T Y

Murray Edwards: Opinion that matters
Oil patch billionaire leads oil sands execs, accompanies environmental organizations, aligning with Alberta’s climate action plan

MURRAY EDWARDS

http://www.arcticwirerope.com
http://www.petroleumnews.com
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mobile 
communications 
wherever you 
need it
AT&T Remote Mobility Zone – critical 
communications for dark zones and 
disaster situations
When your organization needs cellular and Internet service and 
none is available, the AT&T Remote Mobility Zone can get you 
connected, typically in less than 30 minutes. It’s a highly portable 
cellular communications site that links to the AT&T cellular 
network, providing service where you need it most.

att.com/armz
800.955.9556

© 2015 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of 
their respective owners. This document is not an offer, commitment, representation or warranty by AT&T and is subject to change. 

http://www.att.com/armz


By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

A urora Exploration has won approval

for a lease plan of operations for two

natural gas exploration wells from the

Alaska Department of Natural Resources

Division of Oil and Gas. 

The wells, Theodore River No. 2 and

Chedatna Lake No. 1, are on the west side of

Cook Inlet, some 13 miles northeast of the

Beluga River airstrip. 

The exploration program includes

drilling to natural gas wells and construction

of two temporary drilling pads adjacent to

the Beluga Highway within the Susitna Flats

State Game Refuge. 

The division said the Theodore River No.

2 pad will be immediately adjacent to the

Beluga Highway and require no access road.

The Theodore River site is proposed as a

temporary matter and/or gravel fill pad

depending on geotechnical soil results. 

The division said a nearby Lewis River

pad would be used for staging supplies and

drilling wastes, minimizing the footprint

needed for the temporary Theodore River

pad. 

The Chedatna Lakes well site will be

northeast off the Beluga Highway approxi-

mately one mile from the Lewis River D

pad. The division said off road travel for the

Chedatna Lakes well “will adhere to the

goals and principles laid out in the SFSGR

management plan,” and also said Aurora

“will utilize existing Cook Inlet west side

infrastructure whenever possible during the

project,” including gravel roads, airstrips,

barge landings, landfills, water supplies,

heavy equipment and personnel. 

Both wells are on lands jointly managed

by DNR and the Susitna Flats State Game

Refuge. 

Aurora Exploration holds the state oil

and gas leases for the Theodore River No. 1

well and well pad and for the Chedatna

Lakes No. 1 well and pad. The state said

Aurora is seeking formal land use agree-

ments with Hilcorp to secure use of

Hilcorp’s surface improvements for work at

the Chedatna Lakes site. 

Fall, winter programs
The division said Aurora plans a fall

2015 program for the Theodore River well,

with pad construction including either place-

ment of composite mats directly on the

ground or in the case of insufficient soil

competency or low terrain, placement of

two layers of geotextile fabric with one to

three feet of gravel fill on top. 

The Theodore River site is preferable for

fall operations, the state said, because

drilling can occur from a pad constructed

immediately adjacent to the Beluga

Highway, requiring no access road. 

Chedatna Lakes will be a winter pro-

gram, as the Chedatna Lakes NO. 1 well pad

is within SFSGR and will be permitted with

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game

and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. A

snow/ice pad was selected for the Chedatna

Lake site to reduce the impacted tundra/wet-

land in the project area, the division said.

The proposed well site is approximately one

mile northeast of the Beluga Highway; a

small gravel fill ramp will be used to con-

nect the existing Lewis River D pad with a

snow trail accessing the Chedatna Lake site. 

There will be no permanent buildings for

the project. Temporary facilities will be

placed on the well pads and a small man

camp will be will be stationed across the

road/trail at the drilling locations for fire

safety reasons. 

Aurora Exploration applied for approval

of the lease plan of operations Aug. 19; the

division’s approval is dated Nov. 16. The

project milestones in the plan proposed a

start date of construction on the Theodore

River pad in mid-September and drilling of

that well in October through mid-

November. Prepacking of the snow route to

Chedatna Lakes was proposed to take place

in November, with construction of the

snow/ice trail to Chedatna Lakes from the

Lewis River Pad D in the first half of

December, mobilization of the drill rig to

Chedatna Lakes the second half of

December and drilling of the Chedatna

Lakes well in January through mid-

February with demobilization at

Chedatna Lakes and removal of both pads

in March. l

l E X P L O R A T I O N  &  P R O D U C T I O N

Aurora gets 2-well lease plan approval
Wells to be drilled from 2 temporary pads adjacent to Beluga Highway in Susitna Flats State Game Refuge; Theodore River well first
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PIPELINES & DOWNSTREAM
CIPL files to increase pipeline tariff

Cook Inlet Pipe Line Co. has filed a revised tariff with the Regulatory

Commission of Alaska, proposing to increase the rate for petroleum transportation

from Granite Point or Trading Bay on the west side of Cook Inlet to CIPL’s Drift

River terminal from $3.76 per barrel to $4.47 per barrel. The new tariff includes

a 60 cent per barrel surcharge for dismantlement, removal and remediation,

Harvest Alaska, the pipeline’s owner, told RCA in a Dec. 1 letter. 

Harvest said the existing annual intrastate revenue for Cook Inlet Pipe Line Co.

is $17,051,000; the proposal annual intrastate revenue would be $17,802,000. 

Shippers affected are CIPL’s intrastate shippers, Harvest said, typically con-

sisting of fewer than three shippers. 

RCA said CIPL has requested an effective date of Jan. 1 for the tariff filing. 

Comments on the tariff revision, TL58-303, are due to the commission by 5

p.m. Dec. 22. 

—PETROLEUM NEWS

http://www.asrcenergy.com
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Miners from shuttered Snap Lake
transfer to Gahcho Kué project

NORTHERN NEIGHBORS
Compiled by Shane Lasley

Klaza gold resource expands by 43%
Rockhaven Resources Ltd. Dec. 9 released an updated min-

eral resource estimate for its Klaza gold-silver project in south-

ern Yukon Territory. Incorporating the 56 holes drilled this

year, Klaza now hosts 9.42 million metric tons of inferred

resource grading 4.48 grams per metric ton (1.36 million

ounces) gold, 89.02 g/t (26.96 million oz.) silver, 0.75 percent

(155.4 million pounds) lead and 0.95 percent (197.8 million

lbs.) zinc. This marks a 43 percent increase in gold ounces and

a 23 percent increase in silver ounces compared to a resource

calculated in January. “The updated mineral resource clearly

demonstrates the potential of the road-accessible Klaza

deposit,” said Rockhaven President and CEO Matt Turner.

“There is a high probability for further expansion because the

mineralized zones included in the mineral resource are open

for extension along strike and to depth, and there are other par-

allel zones on the property that have not yet been systematical-

ly evaluated.”

IDM nabs massive Yukon portfolio
IDM Mining Ltd. Dec. 8 reported that it has entered a bind-

ing agreement to acquire Oban Mining Corp.’s extensive port-

folio of precious and base metal properties in the Yukon

Territory. Oban also has agreed to subscribe for 11,111,111
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The 56-hole drill program completed at Rockhaven Resources’ Klaza
property this year continued to expand upon zones of gold- and sil-
ver-rich quartz-sulfide veins such as those identified in this core.

By 2008, nearly 90 percent of the more than 200 workers at the Donlin Gold camp were Calista Corp. shareholders,
or their descendants.
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Fairbanks and Anchorage-based remote site expediting 
and logistic support; camps of all sizes, fuel systems.
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20 years and counting
Donlin Gold reaches major milestone; long path to production remains

By SHANE LASLEY
Mining News

After 20 years of exploration and permitting, the

Donlin Gold project is on the downhill side of

gaining the permits needed to develop a mine at the

39-million-ounce gold deposit in the Yukon-

Kuskokwim region of Southwest Alaska.

On Nov. 25, the U.S. Army Corp. of Engineers

released a draft Environmental Impact Statement for

what will likely be among the largest gold-producing

mines on the planet.  

The Donlin Gold Mine being considered in the

draft EIS includes a 53,500-metric-ton-per-day mill

that is expected to produce an average of 1.1 million

ounces of gold annually at a cash-cost of US$585 per

ounce for 27 years. During its first five years of oper-

ation, the mine is designed to extract 1.5 million oz.

of gold annually at a cash-cost of US$409 per ounce.

“Donlin Gold’s significant resource remains a

great asset to Barrick,” said Kelvin Dushnisky, pres-

ident, Barrick Gold Corp., which is co-owner of the

project.

At the current rate, it is expected that the final EIS

and all the permits needed to begin construction of

the 1.1-million-ounce-per year gold mine will be in

place sometime in 2017.

For residents of the Kuskokwim region – many of

whom were part of the team that advanced Donlin

Gold to the permitting stage and many more that are

looking forward to taking part in the development

and operation of the world-class gold mine – the

see DONLIN GOLD page 12
see NORTHERN NEIGHBORS page 11
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IDM common shares at C9 cents each, for

gross proceeds of C$1 million, by way of

a non-brokered private placement. “IDM

is excited to welcome Oban Mining as a

significant shareholder,” said IDM

President and CEO Rob McLeod. The

Yukon portfolio consists of 54 properties

totaling 308,000 hectares (761,000 acres)

of properties that were previously held by

Ryan Gold Corp. and its subsidiaries.

Ryan Gold invested roughly C$25 million

on exploration at these properties, includ-

ing drill programs on two of them, as well

as tens of thousands of rock and soil sam-

ples collected during grass-roots explo-

ration programs in several districts

throughout Yukon. Additionally, geophysi-

cal surveys and geologic mapping pro-

grams have outlined many anomalous

areas that have not received follow-up

work. IDM said it will compile Ryan

Gold’s work and prioritize the properties

for follow-up exploration. As considera-

tion for Oban’s Yukon portfolio, IDM will

issue 7,188,889 common shares and grant

a 1 percent net smelter royalty over the

properties to Oban. The properties are

subject to certain other underlying royal-

ties. Upon closing, Oban will own 18.3

million IDM shares, or roughly 19.9 per-

cent of the shares of the company and will

be entitled to appoint one director to the

board of IDM. Oban also will be granted

the right to participate in future equity

financings of IDM on a pro rata basis to

its shareholding immediately prior to any

such financing. In addition, Oban will be

granted a 30-day right of first refusal over

any royalty or stream agreements that

IDM proposes to enter into. IDM

Executive Chairman Michael McPhie

said, “The IDM team led by our CEO,

Rob McLeod, has had significant explo-

ration success in the Yukon; with

Underworld Resources, he and his explo-

ration team discovered the White Gold

deposit, leading to the largest staking rush

in the Dawson Mining district since the

Klondike Gold Rush. These highly

prospective properties from Oban provide

another great opportunity to create future

shareholder value with IDM.” IDM also is

earning an option to acquire Red

Mountain, an advanced staged gold-silver

project in northwestern British Columbia.

Key Snap Lake workers
sent to Gahcho Kué

The De Beers Group of Companies

Dec. 4 announced that it is placing the

Snap Lake diamond mine on care and

maintenance. The company said it will

evaluate market conditions over the next

year to determine the potential of resum-

ing operations at the underground mine in

Northwest Territories. The process of sus-

pending production at Snap Lake is under-

way. During the care and maintenance

period, environmental monitoring and

work required under the mine’s permits

will continue. Suspension work requires

roughly 120 employees and the care and

maintenance phase will require about 70

employees. De Beers transferred 41 of the

Snap Lake workers to Gahcho Kué, a dia-

mond mine development project located

about 80 kilometers (50 miles) to the east,

with the potential for another 60 to trans-

fer at some point in 2016. Another 434

employees have been notified that they are

losing their jobs. “The men and women at

Snap Lake have put enormous effort into

this challenging ore body over many

years, but even the gains made this year

are not enough to overcome the market

conditions and put us in a profitable posi-

tion,” explained De Beers Canada CEO

Kim Truter. Gahcho Kué, a joint venture

between De Beers Canada (51 percent)

and Mountain Province Diamonds (49

percent) – is more than 80 percent com-

plete and remains on track for first pro-

duction during the second half of 2016.

Truter, who is also chairman of the

Gahcho Kué JV management committee,

said, “The regrettable decision relating to

Snap Lake will have no impact on plans

for the Gahcho Kué mine. On the con-

trary, Gahcho Kué will benefit from the

availability of trained and experienced

employees who are being transferred to

Gahcho Kué to support operational readi-

ness.” This group of experienced diamond

miners will help commission the primary

crusher and diamond plant in preparation

for the start of commercial production at

Northwest Territories newest diamond

mine. Mountain Province President and

CEO Patrick Evans said, “We continue to

make excellent progress at Gahcho Kué.”

Mountain Province is fully funded to

finance its portion of bringing the mine to

commercial production.

Kennady North sample
returns 3.4 c/t diamonds

Kennady Diamonds Inc. Dec. 7 posted

final recovery results from a 2.67-metric-

ton sample from the Kelvin North Lobe at

the Kennady North diamond project adja-

cent to the Gahcho Kué mine project in

Northwest Territories. The sample,

processed by caustic fusion at the

Geoanalytical Laboratories Diamond

Services of the Saskatchewan Research

Council, averaged 3.4 carats per metric

ton for diamonds of commercial size.

Kennady Diamonds President and CEO

Patrick Evans said, “Kelvin North Lobe

drill samples continue to return outstand-

ing diamond recovery results. Over the

course of 2015, we have processed by

caustic fusion a total of 12.8 tonnes of

core samples from the Kelvin North Lobe,

which have returned an average sample

grade of 2.79 carats per metric ton.”

Processing of this sample clears the way

to complete grade modeling for a Kelvin

resource statement that is expected to be

released in early 2016. Kennady

Diamonds expects to be in a position to

make a decision on developing a mine at

Kennady North by the end of 2017.

TerraX extends three
Yellowknife gold zones

TerraX Minerals Inc. Dec. 4 reported

results from the first 19 holes of a 41-hole

drill program completed at the Crestaurum

Shear on its Yellowknife City Gold

Project, immediately north of the capital

of Northwest Territories.  Most of the ini-

tial results were from drilling in the

Central Shoot area of the shear. Highlights

from 13 holes drilled at the Central Shoot

include: TCR15-037, which cut 1.39

meters grading 40.52 grams per metric ton

gold in in a newly discovered zone in the

hanging wall of the main shear; and

TCR15-040, which cut one meter of 13.6

g/t gold in the hanging wall zone. The

Central Shoot historically has been the

smallest mineralized zone along the main

shear.  However, TerraX says the discov-

ery of a higher grade zone in the hanging

wall indicates the potential of developing

another high-grade shoot in the Central

zone. The remaining six holes were drilled

in the North Shoot area of the shear, high-

lights include: TCR15-048, which cut 2.87

meters of 6.01 g/t gold in in the main

shear; and TCR15-045, which cut 2.45

meters of 4.72 g/t gold in the hanging wall

zone. The surface expression indicates the

new North Shoot hanging wall mineraliza-

tion is on the same shear structure and 240

meters northeast from the hanging wall

zone discovered in the Central Shoot area.

On Dec. 8, TerraX reported results from

the remaining 22 holes drilled at the

Crestaurum Shear, all of which targeted

the South Shoot. Highlights of this drilling

include: TCR15-068, which cut 4.21

meters of 12.29 g/t gold; TCR15-052,

which cut 10.8 meters of 3.49 g/t gold;

TCR15-064, which cut 9.2 meters of 3.37

g/t gold; and TCR15-072, which cut 1.50

meters of 11.37 g/t gold. Several of the

South Shoot holes also hit significant min-

eralization in hanging wall veins near sur-

face. This hanging wall structure has been

consistently mineralized with gold. It is

unknown whether these hanging wall

veins are related to the hanging wall struc-

ture in the Central and North Shoot areas

of Crestaurum located roughly 500 meters

to the northeast.

Final permit in place 
for the Eagle Gold Mine

Victoria Gold Corp. Dec. 7 said it has

received the Water Use License for its

Eagle Gold project, a proposed open-pit

heap leach mine in the Yukon projected to

produce roughly 200,000 ounces of gold

annually. This completes the major mining

permits required to advance Eagle through

construction and operations. “With the

final Water Use License in hand, Eagle

represents a truly unique asset, being a

fully permitted gold project, with First

Nation support, located in Canada, capa-

ble of significant annual gold production

exceeding 200,000 oz. at a low all-in-sus-

taining cost,” said Victoria Gold President

and CEO John McConnell. Eagle’s low-

cost of production is expected to be

achievable due to a number of factors

including: a low strip ratio; short mine

haul distances and superior infrastructure,

including existing year-round road access;

close proximity to the Yukon electrical

grid and a nearby commercial airstrip as

well as an existing construction camp.

Goldstrike consolidates
Lucky Strike ownership

Goldstrike Resources Ltd. Dec. 4

reported that it has entered into an agree-

ment to purchase a 3 percent net smelter

returns royalty on the Lucky Strike gold

property, located in the Yukon’s White

Gold District, together with a 3 percent

net smelter returns royalty on the nearby

BRC property. Goldstrike owns a 70 per-

cent interest in the Lucky Strike mineral

claims and has entered into an agreement

to purchase the remaining 30 percent from

Petro One Energy Corp. On completion of

its proposed arrangement with Petro One

and the purchase of the royalties,

Goldstrike will own 100 percent unen-
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release of the draft EIS is a long-awaited

milestone along a path to economic pros-

perity for the area of Southwest Alaska they

call home.

“(Donlin Gold) has the potential to cre-

ate jobs and financial benefits for TKC

(The Kuskokwim Corporation) and the

people in the region, allowing them to con-

tinue living off this land for generations to

come,” TKC President and CEO Maver

Carey said upon hearing that the draft EIS

has been released for public comment.

TKC is an Alaska Native village corpo-

ration that owns the surface rights at the

Donlin deposit and has secured a number

of benefits for its shareholders in exchange

for granting Donlin Gold long-term use of

the land to develop the mine and supporting

infrastructure.

Stan Foo, president and general manag-

er, Donlin Gold LLC, the joint venture

company advancing the project, cautions

that the actual start of production at Donlin

could be later than 2021, which is indicated

by the current timeline.

“There is still a long path ahead of us

and a lot of challenges ahead,” he said dur-

ing a Dec. 3 Resource Development

Council breakfast.

High hurdles
Along the long and challenging road to

a mine at Donlin lies finalization of the

EIS, authorization of more than 100 per-

mits by at least a dozen federal and state

agencies, and three to four years of con-

structing one of the world’s largest gold

mines some 300 miles off the beaten path

in Alaska.

If and when Donlin Gold receives that

final permit needed to begin development,

the company then must decide whether it is

prudent to do so.

While a gold price hovering near six-

year lows may be advantageous for plating

shovels for the groundbreaking ceremony,

just above US$1,000 per ounce is not

advantageous for paying back the roughly

US$6.7 billion needed to build one of the

world’s largest gold mines.

Novagold Resources Inc. and Barrick

Gold, equal owners of Donlin Gold, have

individually expressed their unwillingness

to develop the nearly 40-million-ounce

gold mine unless the gold price looks like it

is on the mend and the costs of raising the

capital needed to build the mine is favor-

able.

A number of analysts believe gold could

break below US$1,000 per ounce before

trending higher.

At US$1,200-per-ounce gold, the base-

price scenario used for a feasibility study

completed for Donlin in 2011, the mine is

predicted to generate after-tax cash flow

averaging US$949.5 million annually for

the first five years and would pay back its

projected US$6.7 billion in capital costs in

just over nine years.

When asked about how increased taxes

might affect a production decision for

Donlin, Foo responded, “We are going to

see a gold price higher than (US$1,055 per

ounce) to see this project go forward, and

any additional burden placed on the project

… makes that hurdle taller.”

While there has yet to be any specific

proposals to raise mining taxes in Alaska,

such an idea will likely be revisited by state

lawmakers looking for ways to close an

annual budget deficit north of US$3.7 bil-

lion.

With sparse infrastructure and a sub-arc-

tic climate, Alaska already is an expensive

place to work and any added financial bur-

dens do not weigh favorably on develop-

ment of Alaska’s resources.

“I am never comfortable talking about

how I want to be taxed, but it is a signifi-

cant concern – not just for gold but for any

industry in Alaska,” Foo added.

Donlin Gold, which is sitting solely on

Native lands, is not subject to Alaska royal-

ties or claim fees but the joint venture

would pay mining license and corporate

income taxes to the state.

Opportunities 
When Donlin Gold eventually does go

into production, the economic impacts and

opportunities it provides will ripple out

from the Kuskokwim region.

Calista Corp., the Alaska Native region-

al corporation that owns the subsurface

(mineral) rights at Donlin, sees develop-

ment of the 39-million-ounce gold deposit

as a turning point for its 13,000 sharehold-

ers.

“As an Alaska Native Claims

Settlement Act corporation, Calista must

meet two key goals, to successfully operate

as a profitable business and to provide

socio-economic benefits to our sharehold-

ers. The advancement of this project can

allow Calista to meet both ANCSA goals

by providing an opportunity to develop

partnerships for future low-cost energy, in

addition to meaningful employment oppor-

tunities for shareholders and a revenue

stream for Calista,” explained Calista

President and CEO Andrew Guy.

Donlin Gold anticipates an annual pay-

roll of US$375 million to pay the roughly

3,000 workers during the three- to four-

year construction phase. Once in produc-

tion, the company expects about 800 work-

ers making roughly US$100 million per

year. Having the mine in place is expected

to spur about another US$60 million a year

worth of jobs.

While not all of these jobs will be filled

by residents of the region, history indicates

that many will. Over the past 20 years, the

companies involved with exploring Donlin

have built a reputation for local hire. By

2008, nearly 90 percent of the more than

200 workers at the advanced exploration

project were Calista shareholders, or their

descendants.

As the Army Corps works on finalizing

the EIS, Donlin Gold is helping

Kuskokwim residents prepare to fill the

jobs that will be needed at the pending

mine.

“Our focus has shifted to preparing the

region for the job opportunities that will be

created by the project,” Foo said.

This work includes community outreach

to inform area residents of the jobs that will

be available at the mine and the company’s

requirements and expectations for the

workers that will fill these positions.

Donlin Gold also is providing scholarships

to assist TKC and Calista shareholders in

meeting the educational requirements of

the coming jobs.

While Donlin Gold has built a reputa-

tion for local hire, this commitment was

enshrined in a surface-land-use agreement

with TKC.

In addition to job preference, the agree-

ment, which was updated in 2014, provides

direct compensation to TKC through pay-

ments; commits to a coordinated and con-

sultative approach regarding annual project

planning, reclamation and preparation of a

subsistence harvest plan for affected sur-

face lands; and gives preference to TKC for

contracts.

In particular, the agreement provides an

exclusive contract to build and operate the

Angyaruaq (Jungjuk) Port, an important

facility on the Kuskokwim River that will

handle the fuel and supplies needed to build

and operate the Donlin Mine some 30 miles

to the north.

“Donlin Gold’s continued presence in

the region over the past two decades and

the partnership which we have developed

through the updated surface-use agree-

ment, represent tremendous opportunities

for the shareholders of our 10 villages and

the broader Yukon-Kuskokwim communi-

ty,” said TKC President and CEO Carey. 

Beyond providing jobs to shareholders

living in the region, Novagold President

and CEO Greg Lang believes the opportu-

nities provided by Donlin could draw fam-

ily and friends back to the Kuskokwim.

“Donlin Gold offers significant opportu-

nities for economic stimulus, job creation,

and social and community development.

More importantly, the project could create

unique incentives for people to return to

their region by generating economic

growth that is consistent with traditional

ways of life,” he said. “With this opportu-

nity in mind, we encourage the local com-

munities in the Yukon-Kuskokwim region

and other interested parties to be active par-

ticipants in the public meetings.”

While the schedule has yet to be final-

ized, the Army Corps plans to hold roughly

14 public meeting on the Donlin Gold draft

EIS from mid-January through April. One

of these meetings will be in Anchorage, the

rest will be held in communities across the

Kuskokwim region.

The Corps also will be accepting written

comments on the draft EIS through the end

of April. Upon considering and addressing

the comments submitted, the agency is

anticipating it will be able to finalize the

EIS by early 2017 and publish a record of

decision later that year.

If gold markets have turned positive,

TKC, Calista, Novagold and Barrick could

be ready to break ground at Donlin Gold,

and after more than 20 years their respec-

tive shareholders will be on their way to

reap the rewards of owning a piece of one

of the world’s largest producing gold

mines. l

continued from page 9
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cumbered interest in Lucky Strike. On completion of the

royalties purchase, Goldstrike also will hold 100 percent

unencumbered interest in BRC. Goldstrike is currently

focused on its Plateau gold project, also in the Yukon,

but has obtained increasingly promising results from

short exploration programs carried out at Lucky Strike

over the past two summers. A total of 63 rock grab sam-

ples and 128 soil samples were collected at the property

in 2015. Rock samples ranged from detection level to

4.26 grams per metric ton gold, and soil samples ranged

from detection level to 1.99 g/t gold. In addition,

Kaminak Gold Corp. has announced a proposed access

road to its Coffee Creek deposit which is planned to pass

within six kilometers (four miles) of the Lucky Strike

property. Management believes full ownership of Lucky

Strike will make the gold project more attractive to

investors and prospective financial partners. Under the

agreement, Goldstrike will issue 75,000 shares and

75,000 warrants to the vendor for the royalties. Each

warrant will be exercisable for two years to purchase one

additional share for C10 cents. 

Kiska vectors on intriguing 
targets at Chuchi

Kiska Metals Corp. Dec. 3 said a recently completed

induced polarization survey has detailed significant

chargeability and resistivity anomalies that, in conjunc-

tion with other geological data, indicate the potential foot-

print of a significant porphyry copper-gold deposit at the

Chuchi project in northern British Columbia. The anom-

alies cover the main BP Zone and extend from known

zones of copper-gold mineralization into untested areas,

and identify new zones that have yet to be drilled.

Drilling completed from 1989 to 1991 returned signifi-

cant intervals of copper-gold mineralization and higher

grade, gold-only mineralization at the BP zone, including:

100 meters grading 0.27 percent copper and 0.37 grams

per metric ton gold in hole 89-07; 194 meters grading

0.21 percent copper and 0.21 g/t gold in hole 90-27; and

54.6 meters grading 2.03 g/t Au and 0.09 copper in hole

91-42. The IP survey, recently conducted by Peter E.

Walcott & Associates, consisted of two 5,000-meter-long

lines centered on the BP zone. One line shows near-sur-

face chargeability high anomalies over a width of 2,000

meters that is partly coincident with a magnetic high fea-

ture related to monzonitic porphyry intrusions with local

magnetite-chalcopyrite veins and breccias. The resistivity

data supports the presence of a resistive intrusive body at

depth coincident with the magnetic high feature, and the

“Valley” fault zone east of this feature. In addition, this

line also has identified a new chargeability anomaly to the

east of the Valley fault zone at a depth of 200 meters

below surface. Kiska said this feature may represent a

faulted offset of the BP zone concealed by cover. The sec-

ond line was conducted over a postulated south-side fault

that displaced the porphyry intrusive center to depth. The

western portion of this line displays flat-lying chargeabili-

ty anomalies that might cap intrusive rocks and porphyry

mineralization at depth; the eastern portion of the line

also has identified a potential BP Zone offset east of the

Valley fault. “This IP survey is the first modern explo-

ration to be conducted over the BP zone since it was dis-

covered by drilling 25 years ago,” explained Kiska Vice

President of Exploration Mike Roberts. Kiska is currently

seeking a partner to help advance this drill-ready project

located 32 kilometers (20 miles) to the northwest of the

Mt. Milligan copper-gold mine. l
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By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

T he Regulatory Commission of

Alaska has ruled on a request by

Cook Inlet Natural Gas Storage Alaska

LLC for a tariff revision allowing it to sell

2 billion cubic feet of found native gas.

The commission denied CINGSA’s

request to incorporate the sale into its tar-

iff and also denied the proposed alloca-

tion of net proceeds from the sale. 

However, the commission said that

rather than requiring CINGSA to file a

standalone request to sell 2 bcf of found

native gas, “for administrative efficien-

cy’s sake we will treat the record in this

docket” as a request to sell the gas and

address that request. 

The commission said it found the

CINGSA had adequately evaluated the

impact of the sale of up to 2 bcf of found

native gas on current operations and

future expansion, and would allow the

sale. If CINGSA sells any portion of the 2

bcf it “shall file a notice or notices of the

sale or sales, including the identity of the

buyer, the sales price, the quantity sold,

and all other terms and conditions of the

sale.” 

CINGSA had proposed an allocation

of the proceeds and the commission

denied that allocation, ruling instead that

net proceeds from any sale of the 2 bcf of

found native gas should be divided pri-

marily on the proportion of base gas to

maximum storage quantity. 

Found native gas
The issue arose after CINGSA, in the

course of drilling a well to support its

storage operation, found 14.5 bcf of

native gas in a previously pressure isolat-

ed section of the reservoir. 

CINGSA operates its storage facility

in the Sterling C Pool, formerly a produc-

ing natural gas field in the Cannery Loop

unit operated by Marathon, from whom

CINGSA acquired the Sterling C Pool in

2011. 

RCA said that at the time CINGSA

acquired the Sterling C Pool the pool was

believed to be depleted, with no more

than 3.6 bcf of natural gas remaining. The

pool was selected for the storage project

because of its estimated reservoir size and

because it was believed to be depleted,

the commission said in its decision. 

CINGSA perforated the C1c sand

interval when it drilled the Cannery Loop

Unit No. S-1 storage well in early 2012.

The commission said the CLU S-1 is the

northernmost of CINGSA’s five storage

wells and was directionally drilled to pro-

vide drainage for the northern portion of

the reservoir. 

Within a few days wellhead pressure

in the well rose and CINGSA then studied

the issue and collected data which indi-

cated that the source of the high pressure

was likely a pressure-isolated section of

the Sterling C1c sand, “a separate reser-

voir that previously had no pressure com-

munication with the Sterling C Pool,” the

commission said. 

CINGSA wasn’t able to determine

how much additional gas it had found

until the spring of 2014, when it was able

to estimate that it had discovered some

14.5 bcf of found native gas. 

The commission said CINGSA was

also able to confirm that the 14.5 bcf was

within the boundaries of its storage field

and leases. 

Tariff modification sought
CINGSA sought to modify its tariff for

the storage operation to allow it to sell 2

bcf of that natural gas. 

CINGSA plans to evaluate the sale of

additional volumes in the future. 

The commission said “CINGSA is a

public utility certificated to furnish the

service of natural gas storage to the pub-

lic for compensation. Terms and condi-

tions for the commercial sale of natural

gas are not appropriate in the tariff of a

storage utility.” 

The commission denied the tariff mod-

ification sought by CINGSA. 

It also said that any request to sell

native gas beyond the 2 bcf “should be

initiated by petition.” 

As part of its application to modify its

tariff CINGSA presented an engineering

review by Petrotechnical Resources of

Alaska. PRA said in its review that its

dynamic stimulation indicated that

CINGSA can produce and sell up to 2 bcf

of found native gas and still meet storage

and deliverability commitments. The

commission said PRA found that “opera-

tional limits, such as well bore capacity

and reservoir complexity provide more of

an impact on CINGSA’s ability to pro-

vide” firm storage service than the sale of

2 bcf of found gas. 

CINGSA told the commission that it

was in the process of acquiring produc-

tion permits and regulatory approval from

the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation

Commission and the Alaska Department

of Natural Resources to exercise its pro-

duction rights to the found native gas. 

Stipulated settlement
CINGSA, Enstar Natural Gas,

Chugach Electric Association and Homer

Electric Association had reached a stipu-

lated settlement, but Municipal Light and

Power, the Alaska Attorney General and

Tesoro did not join in the settlement. 

The commission announced during

hearings on the issue that a majority of

the commission would not accept the pro-

posed stipulation. 

“We may accept any settlement with-

out a hearing, including a compromise

settlement, if it is supported by all parties

of record. The stipulation was not sup-

ported by all parties of record. We are not

l N A T U R A L  G A S

RCA rules CINGSA can sell found gas
Commission denies tariff revision; allows sale of up to 2 bcf; requires report on sales which occur, further engineering evaluation
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The Alaska Section has 
awarded Over $485,000 
& 346 scholarships in 

last 14 years! 
 
The 2016 section goal is 
40 scholarships valued 

at $65,000 

The SPE Alaska Petroleum Section would like to 
thank all our sponsors and everyone who donated to 

the Scholarship fund for 2015 
 

This year SPE raised $23,000 
 

Grand Prize: $500 Cash  
 Winner—Nan  Schleusner 

 
 

2nd Prize:  Two tickets Major 
Marine Fjords Tour 
Winner– Dave Roby 

 
 

3rd Prize: $300 Cash  

Winner—Joshua Michie 

 

4th Prize:  Two R/T tickets  AK 
Railroad    

Winner — Amanda Michie 

 
 

5th Prize: Two Tickets :  
 Resurrection & Fox Island 

Cruise  
Winner—Rob Warren  

Alaska Railroad Corp.    Bear’s Tooth Theatre     Carlile     CIRI Alaska Tourism      Fugro  

Furie Alaska     Green Diamond Sand Products     Judy Patrick Photography    Major Marine 

 

 

32nd Annual Scholarship BBQ 
Fundraiser 

Prize Winners—Top 5 

 Paul and Beverly Chan 
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The commission denied the tariff
modification sought by CINGSA.

It also said that any request to sell
native gas beyond the 2 bcf

“should be initiated by petition.”

see RCA RULING page 14



bound to adopt a stipulation by the parties

and we may require evidence to support a

finding that the stipulation is in the public

interest and consistent with controlling

law,” the commission said in its ruling. 

It did allow CINGSA and the stipulat-

ing parties the opportunity to present evi-

dence on the stipulation, which provided

that CINGSA would sell 2 bcf of found

native gas to its firm storage service cus-

tomers with the proceeds divided 50 per-

cent between CINGSA and the firm stor-

age service customers, and provided for

sales of found native gas beyond the 2

bcf. 

The commission disagreed with the

allocation of the proceeds and ordered a

different allocation; it also said it is not in

the public interest to provide for sales of

found native gas beyond the 2 bcf allowed

under the ruling. 

“We do not find that acceptance of the

stipulation is in the public interest.

Accordingly, we do not accept the stipula-

tion,” the commission said in its order. 

Reservoir study
The commission also is requiring an

additional reservoir study and provided a

number of questions for that study to

address, requiring the study to be filed

with the commission by June 30, 2016.

Notices of sale of the 2 bcf of found

native gas must be filed with the commis-

sion within 30 days of the sale or sales. 

Commissioner Janis Wilson dissented

in part, saying that while she agreed with

the denial of the filed tariff, the record

does not indicate that the additional free

base gas harms the operation of the stor-

age facility, and the record “does not

demonstrate any compelling need, for

operational purposes,” to remove the 2

bcf, nor any “compelling need” to keep

the gas in the facility. 

Wilson said that in her view CINGSA

is free to sell the gas or not. 

“My task, as a regulator, is to deter-

mine how to treat a sale, if it happens, for

ratemaking purposes,” she said, noting

that this is a decision which does not need

to be made until CINGSA’s next rate case. 

She said if gas is to be sold, “why

should it be the free gas,” and why not gas

CINGSA paid for? l
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• SUPPORTING THE NORTH SLOPE & COOK INLET
• HEATERS, GENERATORS, VEHICLES, MANLIFTS, LIGHT PLANTS,

ENVIROVACS, RIGMATS & MOBILE BUILDINGS
• CAMPS & CAMP SERVICES
• FULL PROJECT LOGISTICS SERVICES & STAFFING

Magtec Alaska, LLC
Skeeter Creighton, Kenai
(907) 394-6305
skeeter@magtecalaska.com

TOTAL PROJECT SUPPORTTOTAL PROJECT SUPPORT

Anchorage Honolulu Los Angeles

• Commercial Diving
• Marine Construction Services
• Platform Installation, Maintenance and Repair
• Pipeline Installation, Maintenance and Repair
• Underwater Certified Welding
• NDT Services
• Salvage Operations
• Vessel Support and Operations

• Environmental Services
• Oil-Spill Response, Containment and Clean-Up
• Hazardous Wastes and Contaminated Site Clean-

Up and Remediation
• Petroleum Vessel Services, e.g. Fuel Transfer
• Bulk Fuel Oil Facility and Storage Tank

Maintenance, Management, and Operations

American Marine
Services Group

6000 A Street, Anchorage, AK 99518

907-562-5420
Deadhorse, AK

907-659-9010
www.amarinecorp.com  •  www.penco.org

alaska@amarinecorp.com
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Pentex proposes gas rate reduction
Fairbanks residents would benefit from lower cost of business following AIDEA acquisition of natural gas supply chain

By ALAN BAILEY
Petroleum News

Following the Alaska Industrial Development and

Export Authority’s purchase of Pentex Alaska

Natural Gas Co., Pentex is proposing reduced natural gas

costs in 2016 for its Fairbanks customers, the AIDEA

board heard during its Dec. 3 meeting.

Under the proposed rate structure, starting on Jan. 1

residential customers would see a rate cut of 13.5 percent

to $20.20 per thousand cubic feet of gas. The small com-

mercial customer rate would drop 12 percent, the large

commercial customer rate by 11.3 percent and the inter-

ruptible small customer by 1.8 percent. The overall aver-

age rate reduction would be 10.4 percent.

AIDEA ownership of Pentex
AIDEA completed its purchase of Pentex at the end of

September, as part of the Interior Energy Project, a proj-

ect to bring affordable energy to the city of Fairbanks

and the surrounding Alaska Interior. The rate reduction

comes about because, as a government owned entity,

Pentex has lower business costs than when operating as

a private entity. Pentex owns a small liquefied natural

gas plant near Point MacKenzie, a trucking operation for

shipping LNG from the plant to Fairbanks, and

Fairbanks Natural Gas, the gas utility that distributes gas

to customers in the central part of Fairbanks.

AIDEA sees its ownership of Pentex as a temporary

arrangement. The idea is to use the agency’s ownership

position as a means of facilitating operational efficien-

cies through the consolidation of the two Fairbanks gas

utilities, Fairbanks Natural Gas and the Interior Gas

Utility. The agency would then spin off the consolidated

utility to the local control of some third party operator.

The proposed rate structure would result in a return

on investment to AIDEA of about $900,000 from the

Pentex acquisition, Britton said.

Mark Gardiner from the Western Financial Group

told the AIDEA board that the objective is to transfer the

Fairbanks utility to local control by June 30, 2016.

Meanwhile, with government ownership of Fairbanks

Natural Gas, the AIDEA board, rather than the

Regulatory Commission of Alaska, becomes the rate set-

ting regulatory authority for the utility. The proposal is to

initiate a temporary rate setting process at the board’s

Dec. 17 meeting, Gardiner explained. Then, with an

interim rate in place, a full rate setting procedure, includ-

ing an opportunity for public comment, would happen

during the first quarter of 2016.

Oil price challenge
Dan Britton, president of Fairbanks Natural Gas, told

the board that a prime challenge in determining a 2016

budget for Pentex is the current low price of oil, with

fuel oil prices undercutting those of natural gas in

Fairbanks. In particular, the current price situation has

resulted in a major drop in gas demand from Fairbanks

Natural Gas’s two largest customers, the University of

Alaska Fairbanks and Fairbanks Memorial Hospital,

Britton said. Both of these customers are currently using

oil rather than gas, he said.

Britton said that he understands that the current cost

of fuel oil for the university is equivalent to a gas price

of somewhere around $15 per thousand cubic feet.

An objective for the gas utility is to establish a gas

rate that will return these large customers to the gas sup-

ply system, Britton said.

Other price factors
Other factors impacting gas prices include a slight

softening of demand as a consequence of warmer winter

weather and an increase in 2016 in the cost of the gas

supplied to Pentex by Hilcorp Alaska, under the terms of

a Hilcorp gas supply agreement.

Britton also commented that the Point MacKenzie

LNG plant is running somewhat under capacity, and that

an ability to use the excess capacity would help reduce

the impact of the fixed costs of the facility. l

continued from page 13

RCA RULING
The commission also is requiring
an additional reservoir study and
provided a number of questions

for that study to address,
requiring the study to be filed with
the commission by June 30, 2016.

Notices of sale of the 2 bcf of
found native gas must be filed
with the commission within 30

days of the sale or sales.

http://www.amarinecorp.com
http://www.magtecalaska.com


period of production is far more benefi-

cial and far more manageable during

those peaks and valleys. What if you are

in a low commodity cost 10 of those 15

years? You’re never going to bridge to

where you can get maximum value over

catching the next peak of the commodity

value. I worry about that. I want to make

sure we have the right people in place not

to jab the producers but to serve as an

equal 25 percent shareholder in a 100

percent project that has three producers

as our partners.

Petroleum News: Do you feel that the
project has been advanced as a result?

Micciche: absolutely. As far as

advancing the project, this wasn’t a make

or break decision. This was a gate

designed in SB 138 and this exit ramp

was at the place where we would ask the

question does this relationship with

TransCanada make sense. I think this is a

segment in a forward moving project. As

our consultants explained to us the fiscal

benefits of a TransCanada exit are likely

a net positive. I believe they will be.

Even if they are a wash, I believe elimi-

nating that conflict between two parties

that have 25 percent will result in a

smoother project going forward. 

The administration made a decent case

for taking this off ramp, particularly in

terms of alignment — or lack thereof —

between TC’s and the state’s interests and

the question of who gets to vote for what

at the negotiation table. Ultimately this

was a case of the administration making a

policy call that was every bit within its

rights under SB 138 and the Legislature

deciding whether or not to endorse that

decision via a $157 million appropriation.

Petroleum News: Could this have been
headed off in SB 138?

Micciche: I can’t think of a more posi-

tive way to resolve the AGIA liability

issue than the way it occurred. Had we

even challenged whether or not AGIA

was any longer economically feasible we

likely would have spent a greater amount

and there was always the potential for

compensatory damages paid to

TransCanada. We spent $3 million for a

positive result for the elimination for

potential liability. 

We executed the plan and the plan

worked as intended, and I do think, as I

said, we’ve reached a point where there is

likely no additional value to keeping

TransCanada in the project. I appreciate

TransCanada very much. I think they are

a class act from day one. The fact they

are going to leave key employees in posi-

tion until May 2016 to ensure a smooth

transition. I think TransCanada’s backing

remains with the state even though it’s

not formal and it’s not financial.

I believe this wakeup call of reformu-

lating the state organization will lead to a

very positive outcome.

Petroleum News: What would you like
to see done next session or even next year
to advance this project?

Micciche: Obviously there remains

some minor conflict between the produc-

ers that needs to be worked out and result

in a gas supply balancing agreement.

That’s due by the second quarter of 2016.

I’d like to see that moving along. Now

that we’ve resolved a conflict problem

within our organization, I’d like to see

the same with the other three partners.

We are still working on gas supply agree-

ments. The governor made it clear that he

is not looking at a gas supply withdrawal

contract. He’s looking for something

largely in concept that gas would be

available if we move forward. 

In my view, risk is in relative propor-

tion to market cap. We’ve got four enti-

ties in this AKLNG organization. If you

start at the top with market cap, you’ve

got ExxonMobil, then BP, then the state

of Alaska, then ConocoPhillips. You have

to think about the relative risks if one of

the partners pulls out because of chal-

lenged economics on this project. It’s not

time to look for a way to immediately

expand Alaska’s proportion of the inter-

est. It’s time to sit back and evaluate

whether it’s time to move forward with

this project or look at another project. 

Right now I’ve joined the Senate in

requesting that the governor remain with

the SB 138 framework. We support this

project. We think the administration sup-

ports this project, however we are going

to keep respectfully encouraging that we

don’t put the little processes in place

which create obstacles. I think you saw

some of that. You saw some uncertainty

about the Department of Law’s role,

whether or not folks who are very highly

compensated in other departments —

very highly qualified individuals — are

we letting them go to work every day to

do the best job they know they can do.

Or are there internal obstacles in the way

of maximum forward motion of this proj-

ect. 

I think there are some obstacles. I

think it’s time for the administration to sit

back and say to themselves what are we

doing here? Let’s create a list of objec-

tives of what we want to see done in the

next work period. Let’s create an effec-

tive organization and let’s let those pro-

fessionals go to work every day do what

they do best. We can tweak the project as

we go along, but we can’t do it without

allowing them to do what they do best. 

I personally feel the administration

recognized some of those obstacles as

well. We are going to support this admin-

istration. If they don’t succeed in this

project, none of us succeed and that is

something we absolutely have to do.

There are still some folks in the

Legislature poking the governor and this

administration at every opportunity. That

needs to stop. We need to put this project

and what’s best for Alaskans first and for-

get about the last election. 

If Governor Walker doesn’t succeed,

Alaska doesn’t succeed. Three more

years is a long time to delay this project.

So we need to pull together as a team and

ensure its success to the very best of our

collective abilities.

Petroleum News: With that in mind,
what are your concerns moving forward?
What questions still need to be
answered? Are you worried about what
some have identified as a lack of internal
alignment?

Micciche: The market remains the sin-

gle biggest factor in whether or not this

project comes to fruition, so that will

always be a concern. But I’m optimistic

— and I think more importantly our proj-

ect partners seem to be optimistic — that

the LNG markets will recover in time to

support a positive final investment deci-

sion. 

Another concern I have is the state

assuming a larger share of the project

than the 25 percent it will hold following

TransCanada’s exit. Along with a greater

share in the project would come greater

risks and greater costs. I’m not sure we

want to assume greater risk on a project

of this scale nor am I convinced we

would want to — or even could — pay

for more than the $14 billion-$17 billion

that amounts to the state’s estimated con-

tribution toward the total project cost. 

I’m a little concerned about the trans-

parency vs. confidentiality paradigm as

it’s been framed by the administration.

While I understand and fully support

transparency in state government, the

way the state’s participation is structured

in AKLNG — and I think it’s a way that

makes a great deal of sense — has us

fundamentally taking on a far different

role than we’re used to. Instead of adopt-

ing the role we’re used to — that of a

sovereign that sits back and collects taxes

and royalties — we will effectively

become a business partner that’s respon-

sible for the costs of transporting and

marketing tens of billions of dollars’

worth of gas. 

As such, I don’t think we can afford to

revolt against standard business practices

by refusing to sign confidentiality agree-

ments. Competitiveness is going to be the

key to getting this project sanctioned.

Anything we do to undermine that com-

petitiveness — like refusing to sign con-

fidentiality agreements or, worse yet,

compromising one of our partners by let-

ting sensitive commercial information fall

into the wrong hands — is taking a step

in the wrong direction. 

Petroleum News: Given the number of
projects globally getting shelved, are you
surprised there is this kind of movement?

Micciche: No. If you look at the

spend curve, we are still at the low end

of the curve. It hasn’t started its upward

climb. When I buy a position in an equi-

ty, I buy blue chip companies that do

well in all markets. The very best com-

panies invest in low value commodity

markets so they have projects in the

queue and are prepared to enjoy maxi-

mum profits and high value commodity

market. I’m not a dot.com sort of guy.

The state needs to think like a blue chip.

It is appropriate. I think ultimately it will

be beneficial to continue to evaluate this

project despite this current global out-
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alaskacleanseas.org
Anchorage     (907) 743-8989
Prudhoe Bay  (907) 659-2405

Alaska Clean Seas
North Slope Spill Response

Alaska Clean Seas provides oil spill prevention and response 
services to exploration and production companies on the North 

Slope.  With 35 years of experience, this not-for-profit cooperative 
delivers world class emergency and environmental services.  

PUBLIC NOTICE
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
Wastewater Discharge Authorization Program (WDAP)

NOTICE OF PROPOSED REISSUANCE OF DRAFT GENERAL PERMIT 2016DB0001
CLASS I UIC WELL WASTE DISPOSAL

The draft permit is available for a 30-day public comment period and can be downloaded at:
http://www.dec.state.ak.us/water/wwdp

To inquire, request documents, or submit comments contact:

Marc Bentley, DEC,
Division of Water, WDAP

555 Cordova Street
Anchorage, AK 99501

(907) 269-6287 or
marc.bentley@alaska.gov

continued from page 3

MICCICHE Q&A

see MICCICHE Q&A page 17

“There are still some folks in the
Legislature poking the governor
and this administration at every
opportunity. That needs to stop.
We need to put this project and

what’s best for Alaskans first and
forget about the last election.” 

—Sen. Peter Micciche, R-Soldotna

http://www.alaskacleanseas.org
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Crowley adds 400 refrigerated containers to its fleet
Crowley Maritime Corp.’s liner services group has added 400 new refrigerated cargo

containers to top off its industry-leading fleet of equipment to better serve the growing
needs of its perishables customers in Central America and the Caribbean. All of the units
are 40-foot high cubes, built to Crowley’s exacting structural and security standards.

The 40-foot reefer containers are being delivered in Santo Tomas, Guatemala, directly
from the manufacturing facility in a perfectly timed manner to accommodate the Central
America’s heavy northbound reefer season, which is currently underway and will continue
through May 2016. These reefers will also be deployed as needed throughout the rest of
Crowley’s service lanes. The new containers are equipped with Carrier’s high efficiency
PrimeLINE refrigeration units, incorporating several changes to help boost efficiency and
reliability even further.

Since 2003, Crowley has invested more than a quarter of a billion dollars in new cargo
equipment for its liner services fleet. Today, the company operates more than 52,000
pieces of owned and leased intermodal equipment, including more than 22,015 chassis;
21,297 dry containers; and more than 3,916 refrigerated containers, all of which come in a
variety of sizes and are strategically located throughout the United States, Central America
and the Caribbean.

Foss Maritime welcomes new chief operating officer
Foss Maritime is pleased to announce that John Parrott will be joining the Foss execu-

tive team as chief operating officer. 
Parrott comes to Foss from sister company, TOTE Maritime Alaska, where he has served

as president for 16 years. In his new role as Foss’ COO, Parrott will be responsible for over-
seeing key operating divisions, developing and delivering on strategic plans, and optimiz-

ing day-to-day operations through implementation of best practices
throughout the organization. 

“We are thrilled to have John join us in our corporate office
after the first of the year,” said Paul Stevens, president and CEO of
Foss Maritime. “John is a maritime industry veteran who is well
known to us at Foss. We look forward to having his expertise and
experience on board.” 

After 10 years sailing aboard a wide range of vessels in trade
routes around the world, Parrott began at TOTE Maritime in 1992
as the chief mate of the SS Northern Lights. In 1994 he came
ashore, and later became the general manager for Sea Star
Stevedore, which manages the loading, discharge and terminal
operations for TOTE Maritime. In 2002, Parrott returned to TOTE Maritime as the Alaska
general manager, where he was soon promoted to vice president/general manager, then
vice president of commercial before being named president of TOTE Maritime Alaska in
2009. 

Parrott has a BS degree in Marine Transportation from the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy; Kings Point, New York, and an MBA from Seattle University.

Harrington joins ASRC’s external affairs department
Arctic Slope Regional Corp. announced that Shalon Harrington has joined the compa-

ny’s external affairs department as its new director of government affairs. In her new role,
Harrington will be responsible for formulating position recommendations and strategies on
legislative issues, monitoring legislative activity on both the state and federal level and
handling long-term and short-term legislative planning for the company. Harrington comes
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SAVE THE DATE!
Alaska Support Industry Alliance’s

Meet Alaska Annual Conference & Tradeshow!
Friday, January 8, 2016
Registration is now open

Over one hundred tradeshow booths and a  
full day of speakers on topics timely and  

relevant to the oil, gas and mining industry!

3301 C Street, Suite 205 Anchorage, AK 99503
alaskaalliance.com • (907) 563-2226 • info@alaskaalliance.com

For availability and rates: 907.659.6233
brookscampmanager@brooksrangesupply.com colvilleinc.com

Home… 
Away from Home

When you work in the rugged climate of Alaska’s North 
Slope, having a comfortable, modern place to rest is a 

necessity. At Brooks Camp, each sound insulated  
room includes a private bathroom, rocker recliner,  

look. It’s going to change. 

Petroleum News: Also, next year you
will be taking another look at the state’s
tax credit system. What are your thoughts
on that?

Micciche: I can’t say at this point

whether or not there needs to be a

change, but I certainly think it’s appropri-

ate to have a detailed evaluation. We

started with the Senate Oil Tax Working

Group. We have to evaluate without pick-

ing winners and losers, if we have a

process in place that responsibly dispers-

es state credits to companies with some

sort of evaluation whether or not they

have any probability of success. 

I think it’s an appropriate discussion.

Do I think there will be some changes;

yes I think there will be. I go back to my

dot.com discussion. We want to operate

like a blue chip. It’s a temporary down-

turn in a commodity price. We want to

make sure we have future projects in the

queue for additional revenue when the

commodity price recovers. We also want

to make sure we are offering those

exploration and development credits to

companies that have a relatively high

probability of success, and at this point I

think we’ve got some gaps in that sys-

tem. l

continued from page 15
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500,000 barrels per day until 2018. 

The fall forecast is based on an annual

average ANS oil price of $49.58 per barrel

for fiscal year 2016, increasing to $56.24

per barrel for fiscal year 2017. 

Hoffbeck said that beyond fiscal year

2017 the department is projecting annual

average prices to rise slowly to more than

$80 per barrel within the 10-year forecast

period. 

FY 2015
In the fall forecast Revenue said the

state received $8.5 billion in FY 2015 from

all sources, down more than 50 percent

from FY 2014. General fund unrestricted

revenues were $2.3 billion, with oil and

gas revenues accounting for approximately

75 percent. By comparison, total state rev-

enues were $17.2 billion in FY 2014, $5.4

billion of which was GFUR. 

The department is forecasting total rev-

enues of $9.5 billion for FY 2016 and

$10.3 billion for FY 2017. 

FY 2015 total crude oil production

averaged 519,500 bpd, 27,400 bpd less

than in FY 2014, the department said. 

North Slope production decreased from

531,100 bpd in FY 2014 to 501,500 bpd in

FY 2014. 

“In general, this provides downward

pressure on oil and gas revenues, although

not on the same scale as the decrease in

price,” the department said. 

Plan impacts on oil and gas
In a statement describing the “New

Sustainable Alaska Plan” the governor’s

office said The Alaska Permanent Fund

Protection Act would re-plumb “the flow

of funding by diverting volatile resource

revenue away from the state’s annual

budget” and placing it directly into the per-

manent fund. 

The plan also calls for continued cuts,

with $100 million to come from the oper-

ating budget and $425 million from oil

exploration credits. 

The oil and gas tax credit system will be

changed into a low-interest loan program,

with the rate determined by the number of

Alaskans hired. Exiting commitments will

be honored, the administration said, with

the FY 17 budget allocating $1.2 billion

for a transition fund and loan program. 

The plan also calls for an increase of

$100 million in the minimum tax on the oil

and gas industry. 

Mining, fishing and tourism will also be

taxed, along with alcohol, tobacco and

motor fuel, and a state income tax would

be instituted. 

AOGA responds
Kara Moriarty, president and CEO of

the Alaska Oil and Gas Association, said in

a Dec. 9 statement that low oil prices have

been difficult for the oil industry, as well as

for the state, “with multiple companies

announcing plans to curtail exploration in

the Arctic and on the North Slope.” 

She said that with low oil prices it is not

the time “for the state to increase taxes or

reduce incentives to the oil and gas indus-

try,” both of which the governor is propos-

ing. AOGA supports the governor’s goal to

put more oil into the trans-Alaska oil

pipeline, she said. “However, increasing

taxes and removing incentives will not

lead to more production.”

Mixed legislative response
Legislative comments on the proposal

varied. 

Rep. Mark Neuman, R-Su-Valley,

House operating budget chair, said Walker

“deserves credit for proposing some diffi-

cult options for filling our income gap; we

appreciate him stepping out and taking this

head on. It’s time for us to digest it, get

with our experts and our neighbors and

start weighting it on the merits.”

Rep. Steve Thompson, R-Fairbanks,

House capital budget chair, also thanked

the governor and his team, said he was

looking forward to seeing the details, but

also said, “I don’t want to ask Alaskans to

pay an income tax unless it’s absolutely

necessary. We’re not sure we’re there yet;

there’s room for more cuts.”

The co-chairs of Senate Finance said

they remain committed to cuts before ask-

ing Alaskans to pay taxes. 

Sen. Anna MacKinnon, R-Eagle River,

said the governor’s proposal was a starting

point. “We must be mindful of our econo-

my, jobs for Alaskans and keeping our

people safe and secure when making these

decisions.”

Sen. Pete Kelly, R-Fairbanks, noted the

series of taxes in the governor’s proposal,

and said, “I wish I had some pithy com-

ment to express my disdain for taxes, but I

don’t. So for now, I’ll just say no.”

Senate Democrats said they were disap-

pointed with the specifics of the gover-

nor’s plan. Senate Minority Leader Berta

Gardner, D-Anchorage, expressed con-

cerns about cuts to education, saying the

“plan falls far short of the values embraced

by Alaskans.” Sen. Bill Wielechowski, D-

Anchorage, said oil companies and

wealthy Alaskans “will be thrilled”

because three-quarters of what the propos-

al takes “will come from hard-working

Alaskans, many of whom rely on their per-

manent fund checks to cover the basics.”

House Democrats shared that view,

saying the plan “shifts much of the burden

of paying for state government from the

oil and gas industry onto the backs of

hard-working, average Alaskans.” 

House Minority Leader Chris Tuck, D-

Anchorage, said the governor’s “proposal

misses the mark.” 

“Our troubling fiscal situation was not

caused by low-income Alaska, working

families, and small-business owners but

today’s budget proposal shifts a large

share of the burden of responding to the

fiscal situation squarely on their shoul-

ders.” l

continued from page 1
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the carriage of LNG containers by railroad

also being a possibility.

The Interior Energy Project team had

planned to announce the selection of a sin-

gle preferred option at the Dec. 3 AIDEA

board meeting but after going through the

selection process had been unable to choose

between the Spectrum and Salix offers,

Shefchik told the board. A planned AIDEA

board decision on the company selection,

originally scheduled for Dec. 17, will now

be deferred into early February.

Proposals invited
The Interior Energy Project, with an

objective of establishing an affordable

source of energy for Fairbanks residents

and businesses, had invited proposals for a

means of delivering energy, probably in the

form of natural gas, to the city. Having

received 16 proposals from 13 vendors, the

project team whittled down the proposal list

to five vendors, each of which was invited

to present a best and final offer for one ener-

gy delivery proposal. Four of the five final-

ists presented their concepts at a public

meeting in Fairbanks on Nov. 4. All the

finalists propose the shipment of LNG to

Fairbanks as the means of providing a gas

supply.

On Nov. 12 the project evaluation com-

mittee met to determine which of the final-

ists to propose to the board, as the selected

provider of a gas delivery service. In the

event, with Spectrum and Salix both com-

ing IN ahead of the other contenders and

both having equally appealing concepts, the

committee decided that it needed more

information, to enable a more comprehen-

sive understanding of the commercial terms

involved in each offer, hence the delay in

the resolution of a final decision.

The intent is to pull together all of the

required information by Jan. 10, so that the

project’s evaluation committee can meet in

mid-January for the selection of a single

proposal to recommend to the board,

Shefchik said. Especially given that much

of the work involved in further evaluation

of the two remaining finalists would have

been required anyway, even with a single

selected option, there was no compelling

business reason for sticking to the original

project schedule, he said.

LNG production only
Spectrum, a major U.S. LNG producer,

has said that its proposal is only targeting

the development of an LNG production

facility on the North Slope, but that the

company would be willing to coordinate the

transportation of the LNG to Fairbanks by

truck. The company has said that it has

evaluated both Cook Inlet and North Slope

LNG options and has found that the North

Slope option would result in cheaper gas for

Fairbanks. A previous phase of the Interior

Energy Project, involving the evaluation by

engineering firm MWH of North Slope

LNG production, ran aground in late 2014

because the projected costs of LNG deliv-

ered to Fairbanks would have been too high

for commercial viability. Apparently,

Spectrum’s proposal has lower estimated

costs than that earlier North Slope LNG

concept.

Salix, a subsidiary of electric and gas

utility Avista Corp., proposes charging a

volumetric fee for producing LNG in a

Cook Inlet LNG facility that the company

would build. Presumably the viability of

this option would depend on the availability

of a Cook Inlet gas supply at an acceptable

price, and the establishment of an appropri-

ate trucking or rail transportation operation
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Columbia plunged to C$12.3 million

from C$383 million and Saskatchewan

dropped to C$45.5 million from C$197.9

million.

NEB cites factors
In a rare flag-waving by the NEB, the

federal regulator said the volatile land

revenues stem from a number of factors.

“Low commodity prices have been a

significant contributor to low leasing rev-

enues so far in 2015 due to companies

cutting back on exploration and expendi-

tures,” the board said.

“Volatility exists because there are

often ‘land rushes’ when new prospective

trends are discovered, or when oil or gas

revenues rise high enough for companies

to justify acquiring when had been previ-

ously considered uneconomic resources.”

The NEB listed the major “land rush-

es” in the past decade as: Alberta oil

sands from 2005 to 2008; Saskatchewan

tight oil prospects for 2007 to 2010;

British Columbia Horn River Basin shale

gas and Montney Formation tight gas

prospects in 2008; tight oil in the Exshaw

Formation of southern Alberta in 2010;

and shale gas and shale oil in the

Duvernay Formation of Alberta in 2011.

“Since 2011, the majority of known

prospect land in Western Canada has been

leased and no new major prospective

trends have been identified,” the NEB

said.

Martin Pelletier, portfolio manager at

TriVest Wealth Counsel in Calgary, told

the Globe and Mail that with both gas and

oil “in the toilet” he is close to the point

of wondering whether it really matters

“what uncertainties are unfolding in

Alberta.”

Barometer of drilling intentions
Land sales are one of the strongest

barometers of industry drilling intentions

in the next year.

The Bank of Canada has already fore-

cast industry spending will fall 49 percent

this year and another 20 percent in 2016,

which points to a further decline in land

sales.

The Canadian Association of Oilwell

Drilling Contractors has added to the neg-

ative outlook by estimating the anticipat-

ed decrease in well drilling next year with

contribute to a 57 percent fall in operating

days to 56,260 and a 57 percent drop in

upstream employment to 21,488 jobs

from 49,973 in 2014.

CAODC President Mark Scholz said

the utilization rate for the rig fleet is pre-

dicted to hit its lowest point in the 38

years that his organization has been col-

lecting the data.

The Petroleum Services Association of

Canada is taking a slightly less gloomy

view, predicting 5,150 wells will be

drilled, down 4 percent from 5,340 n

2015 and 56 percent from the five year

average of 11,670 wells.

PSAC estimates 2,733 wells will be

drilled in Alberta and 1,789 in

Saskatchewan, flat for both provinces

against this year’s anticipated final count;

British Columbia, which needs sanction

of LNG projects to revive exploration, is

expected to fall by 28 percent to 344

wells; and Manitoba is expected to post a

slight improvement of 12.4 percent to 250

wells.

PSAC Chief Executive Officer Mark

Salkeld said low commodity prices, over-

supply of oil and gas and low cash flows

will extend in 2016, meaning the industry

“can’t expect anything better.” l

continued from page 1
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LAND SALES

WELDING SUPPLIES
Lincoln Miller Milwaukee
Stoody Tweco Thermal
Mathey ESAB Norton

& Victor Gas Equipment

CYLINDER GASES
Industrial, Blueshield Productivity Mixes, Medical and Specialty

Cylinders for rent, lease, and purchase

BULK LIQUID GASES
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Carbon Dioxide, and Dry Ice

Toll Free 800 478.1520
Anchorage - 6415 Arctic Blvd. • 907 562.2080
Fairbanks - 2089 Van Horn Rd. • 907 452.4781
Homer - 1104 Ocean Dr. #3 • 907 235.0693
Kenai - Mi. 15.1 Spur Hwy. • 907 283.7141
Wasilla - 301 Centaur Ave. •  907 376.6000

see FAIRBANKS GAS page 20
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Alaska Gov. Bill Walker had made the

state’s approval contingent on an agree-

ment that producers would make their

natural gas available to a project should

they withdraw. 

He got written agreements with BP

and ConocoPhillips and said he received

verbal assurances from ExxonMobil. 

On Dec. 8 the governor made the

agreement with BP and ConocoPhillips

public. The document, dated Dec. 4, was

signed by Department of Natural

Resources Commissioner Mark Myers,

by ConocoPhillips Alaska Vice President

Leo Ehrhard and by BP Exploration

(Alaska) President Janet Weiss. 

“I thank BP and ConocoPhillips for

making public the signed agreement so

Alaskans can fully appreciate the signifi-

cance of this project milestone,” Walker

said in a statement. “This agreement

ensures that there will be gas for a gasline

if either partner withdraws from the proj-

ect.”

“As we work to solve the state’s fiscal

problems, it is important that we continue

to negotiate with partners commercially

reasonable and mutually agreed terms to

ensure a gasline project,” Walker said.

“This public agreement is the assurance

this project has long needed to ensure a

pipeline project.”

Gas availability agreement
The Dec. 4 gas availability agreement

between the state, BP and ConocoPhillips

provides that if a party withdraws from

the project, “such Non-continuing Party

will make its gas available to the State or

its designee if mutually agreed commer-

cially reasonable terms can be reached

between the relevant Party and DNR.” 

The agreement also says the parties

agree that AKLNG is “currently targeting

a FEED sanction decision for the

AKLNG Project no later than July 1,

2017.” 

The agreement can be terminated by

written agreement of all parties; by exe-

cution of an agreement on mutually rea-

sonable terms; if the state gives notice

that it does not intend to continue with the

project; 90 days after any party notifies

the others that “it has become aware of

the expiry or termination of the Alaska

LNG Project Pre-FEED Joint Venture

Agreement, if such expiry or termination

occurs”; or on Dec. 1, 2017. 

Negations will be bilateral, with DNR

negotiating separately with

ConocoPhillips and BP. 

2016 plan
In a statement following approval of

the 2016 work plan and budget AKLNG

said a key component of the 2016 work

program will be developing and execut-

ing “a comprehensive contracting strate-

gy to provide sufficient time for bidders

to prepare competitive and quality bids

for front-end engineering and design

(FEED), the next stage in the project’s

development.”

Project sponsors have spent $350 mil-

lion to date on pre-FEED work. 

“The project participants see an oppor-

tunity in 2016 to advance activities that

were initially planned for the FEED stage

of the project,” Steve Butt, AKLNG sen-

ior project manager, said in the statement.

“This early effort will provide partici-

pants with higher quality information and

analysis to help better support a FEED

funding decision.”

The project said filing draft environ-

mental and socioeconomic resource

reports with the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission is a key compo-

nent of the approved 2016 work plan. 

Also included is completing the feasi-

bility evaluation and cost implications of

a 48-inch diameter pipeline option. The

project had been working on a plan for a

42-inch diameter line, which it said opti-

mized delivery of natural gas from

Prudhoe Bay and Point Thomson. Walker

pushed for a 48-inch line, arguing that it

would allow for other North Slope natural

gas to be developed and shipped through

the line. 

The project said a FEED funding deci-

sion is anticipated in mid-2017, “in line

with the Heads of Agreement signed by

the State of Alaska and the Alaska LNG

project participants in 2014.” 

Acting AGDC board Chairman Dave

Cruz said in a statement after the board

vote, “This is a monumental occasion for

Alaska. Today’s vote is a clear indication

of our commitment to get this project

built.” 

Funds contingent on ‘yes’ vote
In a statement following the AGDC

board vote House Speaker Mike

Chenault, R-Nikiski, congratulated the

board on its unanimous vote to approve

the 2016 AKLNG work plan and budget. 

“Thank you, first, to Dave Cruz for

leading the AGDC Board through its tran-

sitions. This was a good first step for the

new Board. I, too, shared in the uncertain-

ty and worry voiced by many over the

direction of the new Board and its leader-

ship team, but that’s been tempered with

today’s vote.” 

Chenault said the board’s vote was

expected, but noted the Legislature

“guarded against a ‘no’ vote during the

special session approving the

TransCanada buyout by making the fund-

ing contingent on a ‘yes’ vote to continue

the project.” 

He said legislators “will closely watch

the movement of the Corporation and will

carefully scrutinize their efforts as we get

through the upcoming legislative ses-

sion.” 

Commenting on the recent departure

of former board Chair John Burns and

AGDC President Dan Fauske, Chenault

said: “AGDC has talented people in

place, diligent and accomplished

Alaskans. Here’s hoping the Walker

Administration gets leadership in place

that melds well with staff and keeps the

proving moving a pace.”

“Today’s ‘yes’ vote was critical for

advancing a natural gas pipeline,” Senate

President Kevin Meyer, R-Anchorage,

said in a Dec. 3 statement following the

AGDC board vote. “The project is still on

track to supply our natural gas to Alaska’s

homes and world markets. We are glad to

see our state gas team moving this project

forward with confidence.”

Sen. Cathy Giessel, R-Anchorage,

chair of the Senate Resources Committee,

said: “AGDC’s vote means the largest

infrastructure project in North America

continues for another year. AKLNG was

given yet another green light, and while

there’s much more to do, the project con-

tinues to progress toward real engineering

and design work.”

The Alaska Legislature approved a

$68.5 million buyout of TransCanada’s

share in AKLNG in the special session

which ended Nov. 5, along with $75.6

million for the state’s share of the 2016

work program and budget. 

Following the TransCanada buyout the

state, through AGDC, holds a 25 percent

interest in the project, based on taking its

North Slope natural gas royalties and

taxes as natural gas. 

—KRISTEN NELSON

to ASRC with a long history of working in Alaska politics. Her
career began in Washington, D.C., working for the U.S. House
Resources Committee in the Office of Native American & Insular
Affairs. She returned home to Alaska in 2004 and began her work
with the Alaska Legislature. Harrington served as chief of staff to a
state senator for six years before joining the governor’s team as a
legislative liaison. Most recently, she worked as the director of
government affairs for the Municipality of Anchorage. Harrington
was born and raised in Alaska and is now raising her own family in her hometown of
Eagle River. She is a graduate of the University of Nevada, Reno where she earned a
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science. Having worked in senior/executive positions at vari-
ous levels of Alaska government, Harrington brings a wealth of knowledge and experi-
ence to ASRC’s external affairs team. 

Editor’s note: All of these news items — some in expanded form — will appear in the
next Arctic Oil & Gas Directory, a full color magazine that serves as a marketing tool for
Petroleum News’ contracted advertisers. The next edition will be released in March.
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AKLNG PLAN
Commenting on the recent

departure of former board Chair
John Burns and AGDC President

Dan Fauske, Chenault said:
“AGDC has talented people in

place, diligent and accomplished
Alaskans. Here’s hoping the
Walker Administration gets

leadership in place that melds well
with staff and keeps the proving

moving a pace.”

http://www.aecom.com
http://www.canrig.com


basin he said, adding that Furie wants to

drill a well seeking oil in deep rocks of

Jurassic age, below the Tertiary strata that

host the producing Cook Inlet oil and gas

fields.

The Spartan rig has been moved to the

port of Seward for the winter. BlueCrest

Energy, operator of the Cosmopolitan

field, under development in the Cook

Inlet off the southern coast of the Kenai

Peninsula, has said that it may use the

Spartan rig for drilling wells to develop

gas pools in the field, but the company

has yet to make a decision on this devel-

opment option — the company is devel-

oping Cosmopolitan oil using directional

drilling from onshore.

Furie’s drilling plans
Furie’s drilling plans involve both the

drilling of development wells in the

Kitchen Lights field and exploration

drilling elsewhere in the Kitchen Lights

unit.

Gas production from the Kitchen

Lights field began on Nov. 22 from a sin-

gle, initial production well, the Kitchen

Lights unit No. 3 well.

As reported in the Nov. 29 issue of

Petroleum News, in October Furie filed a

plan of development proposing the

drilling and completion of a single devel-

opment well at Kitchen Lights in 2016. In

an earlier plan the company had envis-

aged drilling but not completing two

development wells in the field during that

year — the idea had been to evaluate by

the end of the year the zones penetrated

by the wells, Webb said. Based on that

evaluation, the company would have con-

ducted appropriate well completions in

2017, he said.

But, with a gas supply contract with

Homer Electric Association starting in

April 2016, Furie has decided that it

needs at least one additional Kitchen

Lights production well in operation, as a

contingency against some unforeseen

problem with the KLU 3 well, Webb said.

So, the company now plans to both drill

and complete a single development well

in 2016, and then to drill and complete

another development well in 2017. The

end result will be a total of three Kitchen

Lights production wells at the end of

2017, as originally conceived, but pro-

duction from the first of the new develop-

ment wells will begin earlier than origi-

nally proposed, Webb said.

Webb has also told Petroleum News

that Furie plans to have four production

wells completed by the end of the 2018

drilling season, in readiness for use by the

spring of 2019.

As part of its agreement with Homer

Electric, Furie has also committed to put

500 million cubic feet of gas into the

Cook Inlet Natural Gas Storage Alaska

storage facility near Kenai, to act as a

backup gas source in the event of an inter-

ruption in field production. Furie is in the

process of placing gas in storage, to meet

that commitment, Webb said.

Exploration drilling
Furie now plans to up its exploration

efforts in 2016 by re-entering and deepen-

ing the Kitchen Lights unit No. 4 well that

the company originally completed in

2014, and to drill a further exploration

well in 2017, Webb said. Currently the

company anticipates that the 2017 well

will be the Kitchen Lights unit No. 6 well

in the Kitchen Lights southwest block.

However, a final determination of the

well location will involve an assessment

of data from a 3-D seismic survey that

Furie carried out this year, Webb said.

The seismic survey, which was con-

ducted by SAExploration, included the

entire Kitchen Lights unit, and encom-

passed a total surface area of more than

155,500 acres, an area almost double that

of the unit itself, Webb said.

Data from the seismic survey is cur-

rently being processed, Webb said. Initial

processing, which should be completed

by the middle or end of January, is focus-

ing on the identification of a target for the

development well that Furie will drill in

2016. In February the seismic data pro-

cessing for the rest of the unit will begin,

for the identification of exploration tar-

gets, Webb said.

An amended oil spill contingency plan

which Furie has submitted to the Alaska

Department of Environmental

Conservation identifies 10 potential

exploration well locations, he said.

Production ramping up
Since the start of Kitchen Lights gas

production in November, Furie has been

gradually ramping up the production rate,

which started at about 2 million cubic feet

per day and is now running at about 9 mil-

lion cubic feet per day, Webb said. The

company anticipates maximum produc-

tion from the well to be some 22 million

to 25 million cubic feet per day, although

the plan is to produce at about 18 million

cubic feet per day, he said. So, with

Homer Electric contracting for a supply

of around 12.4 million cubic feet per day,

Furie has about 5 million cubic feet of

extra capacity available — the company

has some interruptible gas supply con-

tracts in place and is currently negotiating

two gas supply contracts that would start

between 2017 and 2019. Those later con-

tracts would account for about 12 billion

cubic feet of gas per year, Webb said.

Each of the two additional Kitchen

Lights development wells that Furie plans

to drill should be capable of producing

some 35 million cubic feet per day of gas,

thus giving the three Kitchen Lights pro-

duction wells anticipated to be in opera-

tion after the 2017 drilling season a com-

bined potential production rate of about 88

million cubic feet per day, Webb said. l
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NEW FURIE RIG RCA approves HEA’s Furie gas contract
The Regulatory Commission of Alaska has approved an agreement between

Homer Electric Association and Furie Operating Alaska for the supply of gas from

Furie’s Kitchen Lights gas field as a fuel for Homer Electric’s power generation

facilities. The initial agreement runs from April 1, 2016, to Dec. 31, 2018, with

options for agreement extensions to the end of 2019 and the end of 2020. The

maximum volume of gas to be delivered in any complete year of the contract is

6.2 billion cubic feet, at a maximum delivery rate of 18 million cubic feet per day.

Base load gas will be priced at $6.50 per thousand cubic feet when the agree-

ment goes into effect in 2016, with the price rising at the start of each year to $7

in 2018, $7.25 in 2019 and $7.50 in 2020. Gas delivered at rates above 12.4 mil-

lion cubic feet per day will be priced at 115 percent of the base rate, while peaking

gas delivered at rates above 15.4 million cubic feet per day will cost 165 percent

of base rate.

In a letter to Homer Electric, confirming commission approval of the agree-

ment, T.W. Patch, chair of the commission, said the gas sales agreement is consis-

tent with a statutory requirement that Homer Electric needs to be able to procure

sufficient gas supplies. Failure to approve the contract would put at risk the elec-

tric utility’s ability to meet its responsibilities to the public, Patch said.

—ALAN BAILEY

to ship the LNG to Fairbanks. The Interior

Energy Project team has also been assessing

responses to a request for interest in gas

supplies from Cook Inlet gas producers, to

determine whether there would be a viable

supply, if necessary.

Meanwhile, on the assumption that,

regardless of which supply option is ulti-

mately picked, there will need to be a truck-

ing option to ship LNG to Fairbanks, a pro-

totype LNG trailer is arriving in Alaska for

road testing. Shefchik said that the trailer

will be available for the board to view on

Dec. 11, prior to the start of road tests.

And, on the assumption that an expand-

ed natural gas supply will become available

for Fairbanks, the two Fairbanks gas utili-

ties, Fairbanks Natural Gas and the Interior

Gas Utility, moved ahead over the summer

with expanding the natural gas distribution

pipeline network in the city.

—ALAN BAILEY

continued from page 18

FAIRBANKS GAS
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